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A Female Factor
April 12, 2021

Celebrating a Pioneering Day Care Program
for Children of Color
1. [African Americana]: [Miller Day Nursery and Home]: MILLER DAY
NURSERY AND HOME...THIRTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY PROGRAM...
EBENEZER BAPTIST CHURCH [wrapper title]. [Portsmouth, Va. 1945].
[4]pp. plus text on inner front wrapper and both sides of rear wrapper. Quarto.
Original printed wrappers, stapled. Minor edge wear, text a bit tanned. Very good.
An apparently unrecorded program of activities planned to celebrate the thirtyfifth anniversary of the founding of the Miller Day Nursery and Home, the first
day care center for children of color in Portsmouth, Virginia. The center and
school were established by Ida Barbour, the first African-American woman to
establish such a school in Portsmouth. It is still in operation today, and is now
known as the Ida Barbour Early Learning Center. The celebration, which took
place on November 11, 1945, included music, devotionals, a history of the center,
collection of donations, prayers, and speeches. The work is also supplemented
with advertisements for local businesses on the remaining three pages and the
inside rear cover of the wrappers. In all, these advertisements cover over forty
local businesses, the majority of which were likely African-American-owned establishments. No copies in OCLC.
$400.

Early American Sex Manual
2. Aristotle [pseudonym]: THE WORKS OF ARISTOTLE, THE FAMOUS
PHILOSOPHER. IN FOUR PARTS. CONTAINING I. HIS COMPLETE
MASTER-PIECE; DISPLAYING THE SECRETS OF NATURE IN THE
GENERATION OF MAN...II. HIS EXPERIENCED MIDWIFE; ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY FOR SURGEONS, MIDWIVES, NURSES, AND
CHILD BEARING WOMEN. III. HIS BOOK OF PROBLEMS, CONTAINING VARIOUS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS RELATIVE TO THE
STATE OF MAN’S BODY. IV. HIS LAST LEGACY; UNFOLDING THE
SECRETS OF NATURE RESPECTING THE GENERATION OF MAN.
New England: Printed for the proprietor, January 1806. 269pp. Contemporary
calf, spine gilt. Extremities lightly worn. Minor toning. Very good.
Styled as “A new edition” on the titlepage. A popular, albeit scandalous, treatise
on the human body, with particular attention paid to sexual functions and practices. Appearing in Britain as early as 1700 under various titles, the present work
seems to have enjoyed a tremendous amount of popularity which, considering its
subject matter, is certainly not surprising. Of particular note in this edition are
four woodcuts, each depicting a different type of pronounced human mutation,
from Siamese twins to multiple limbs and organs.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 9860. AUSTIN 75.
$750.

Extraordinary American Color Printing
3. Ball, Eliza Craufurd: CHRISTIAN ARMOUR. New York. 1866. [31]pp.,
printed on recto only. Each page embellished with decorative border in combinations of gold and rich colors. Quarto. Original heavily gilded calf, beveled edges,
expertly rebacked in cloth, a.e.g. Some minor edge wear, but exterior gilt is bright.
Internally fine except for almost negligible library blindstamp in upper margin of
title-leaf and a few other pages. Bookplate. Overall just about very good.
An exquisitely decorative color plate book, with high grade chromolithography
executed by the notable firm of Major and Knapp (previously Sarony and Major).
The plates elegantly depict components of armor apparently based on scriptural
directive, e.g. the breast plate, the valuable girdle, the “sandals of love and charity,”
the two-edged sword, the “shield of faith,” and of course the “precious helmet.”
“One of the most elaborate books of its type” – Bennett.
BENNETT, p.8. McGRATH, p.123, 144. REESE, STAMPED WITH A NATIONAL CHARACTER 59.
$600.

Attractive Peruvian Printing
4. Calatayud y Borda, Cypriano Geronimo de: ORACION FUNEBRE QUE
EN LAS SOLEMNES EXEQUIAS DE LA R.M. MARIA ANTONIA DE SAN
JOSEPH LARREA, ARISPE, DE LOS REYES: QUATRO VECES MINISTRA
EN EL MONASTERIO DE TRINITARIAS DESCALZAS DE ESTA CIUDAD DE LIMA.... Lima: En la Imprenta de los Huerfanos, 1783. [116],144pp.
Small quarto. Contemporary vellum, printed paper label. Ex-lib. ink stamp on
titlepage, covered over with white out. Some light scattered foxing. Very good.
Funerary work for Maria Antonio de San Josepha (1718-81), which includes a
labyrinth poem in the shape of a cross, printed in black, red, and green. Only
six copies on OCLC.
MEDINA (LIMA) 1542. VARGAS UGARTE 2321. PALAU 39594. OCLC
77630191, 166611610, 55238516.
$2250.

Civil War Letters Written to a Sister, Cousin, and Friend Back Home:
“I came to Fite [sic] for my country and I shall if called on
and never flinch in that course”
5. [Civil War]: [Winant, Mary]: [ARCHIVE OF AUTOGRAPH LETTERS,
SIGNED, SENT HOME TO THE WINANT FAMILY, WITH MOST
ADDRESSED TO MARY H. WINANT, FROM VARIOUS UNION SOLDIERS, INCLUDING HER BROTHER, COUSIN, UNCLE, AND VARIOUS
FRIENDS, AT HER HOME IN STATEN ISLAND, AND ONE WRITTEN
BY MARY IN RESPONSE TO HER SOLDIER BROTHER]. [Various locations,
including Washington, D.C.; City Point, Va.; Petersburg, Va.; Brandy Station, Va.;
Annapolis, Md.; and others]. May 1, 1861 – March 3, 1865. Thirty-two war-date
letters, totaling approximately [95]pp., plus ten retained transmittal covers, and
assorted post-war family papers. Original folds, minor wear, creasing, and toning.
A few letters slightly clipped (likely to retain the patriotic letterheads). Overall
very good. In mylar sleeves within a modern three-ring binder.
An interesting Civil War collection of thirty-two letters spanning the length of
the war, almost all addressed to Mary H. Winant of Staten Island, along with ten

original transmittal covers, and other documents and family papers. Many of the
letters are from Mary’s family members serving in the war, including her brother
James, her cousin George F. Rezeau, and her uncle James E. Rezeau, as well as
a few other friends. The letters present the experiences of war from numerous
different perspectives, showing how the conflict affected extended families and
whole communities, all of them sent to the same woman back home, a beloved
sister, relative, and friend.
James Winant writes to his sister on November 10, 1861, after his unexpected
enlistment. It appears that he had not intended to join the army, but was swept
up in the fervor after many of the young men from their hometown answered the
call. He writes to Mary from Camp Campbell in Washington D.C.:
“I was expecting to come down the first of November but Mr. Alfred Dart was
getting up a Company of cavalry & quite a number of the Herrick boys put their

names to the list & wanted me so I did not mean to back out. I put my name to
the list the 15th of October & started for Harrisburg the 23. I had but a little
time to get reddy [sic] to go with that company as I should have come to see....I
have been in to the Capital & I saw a site the city is well surrounded by our
northern troops we expect to hear of a battle every day on the other side of the
Potomac. There was about 20,000 soldiers left since Friday.”

Mary also received a couple letters from her cousin, George Rezeau, in Pennsylvania, and a few from her uncle, James Rezeau. George does not appear to be
serving in the military yet when he first writes to Mary, though he would enlist
shortly. By November 1862, George writes to check in on Mary from Camp
Simmons and Camp McClellan. He signs off the former letter, “Your naughty
cousin G.F. Rezeau.”

Despite having seemingly joined the Union Army on a whim, James Winant took
his duty very seriously. Two weeks later James tells his sister in a November 23
letter: “I should like to see you but I do not know when that will be but I shall
not leave without orders if I was shure that I would never be found out I never
would. I will die in the battlefield before I be a Diserter [sic] never. I came to
Fite [sic] for my country and I shall if called on and never flinch in that course.”
However, that did not mean that James was thrilled with life in the army. His
January 15, 1862 letter reads, in part: “...I hope you enjoy your new year well
although I did not enjoy mine very well for I had to stand on guard and that is
the worst part of soldiering we have to be out in all kinds of weather and the
weather is very changeable. One day it is almost like summer and the next day
it is cold enough to freeze a person....It takes 104 men to guard our camp....”
Moreover, by February 25, James was thoroughly restless and tired of being at
Camp Campbell, writing:

George’s father, Uncle James Rezeau, is also a Union man. He writes to Mary
from Annapolis in August 1862 that he is anxious for his regiment to join the
battle, and that “if our regiment don’t go on soon I will leave it and go into York
State and join some other one and go down South for I enlisted to fight for my
Country...I want to see the Elephant Old Jeff Davis and feed him some cold lead
or else about twelve inches of cold steel.”

“Our Regiment is No.1 & it is referred for the City Provost Guards. There is
two Companys out of our regiment guarding the city now & we expect to go in
a week. We expect to get our horses this week. I would rather be in the army
acrost [sic] the Potomac for I am getting tird [sic] of guarding this old camp.
When we get to the city we will have better times. There has been quite a move
for the last two weeks. The federal troops has got a strong hold of the rebels &
I hope they will keep on crossing it....”
Interestingly, in one of the only letters not addressed to Mary, James writes his
father with much of the same information he includes in this letter. It reads, in
part: “Our troops is doing good business in the South they have taken the most
important places & a large number of prisoners & they will soon take the rest.
I wish our company was in the army acrost the Potomac. I should like to see a
fight with the rebels for I am getting tired of guarding this camp.”
In the only response from Mary retained in the collection, she writes back to
James, trying to offer her brother some comforting words, although she was
worried about him being sent into battle. In a letter written on April 28, Mary
writes to James to beg him to put his faith in God. She included a poem to let
him know she was always thinking of him. The letter reads, in part:
“O James how it cheers my Lonely Heart to hear from you...that you would not
be cald [sic] to the battlefield but since I read your last letter wich [sic] informs
me that you have been ordered to march in pursuit of the Enemy. My hope is
well nigh expired though I know Dear Brother that you have Enlysted [sic] in a
noble cause and given your heart and hand to your Country and now there is one
step more noble for you to take, and that is give your heart and head to God, and
you will be indeed a brave soldier....”

The latest letter in the archive is also from James Rezeau, dated March 3, 1865,
to Mary, written from the 67th Regiment Headquarters near Petersburg, Virginia. Here, a month before the war’s end, Mary’s uncle writes to her check on
her, as he had heard she was sick. Uncle James also writes about war wages and
sending money home to various family members, including Mary, whom he sends
seventy-five cents. He also writes a letter to Mary’s parents, his own brotherin-law and sister, from Brandy Station in early February 1864. He talks about
his various health ailments, including dysentery and diarrhea (“It seems almost
as bad as consumption for it reduces a man to almost a Skeleton”), how he can’t
keep down any real food, the bitterness of the cold and muddy Virginia winter,
and how he looks forward to seeing “all of you when this cruel War is over....”
There are also a handful of letters between family members (i.e. a letter to Mary
from her mother Eliza), and some from friends and other soldiers. One letter,
dated August 26, 1864, is from a friend, “M. McPherson,” who writes to Mary
with news of her wounded cousin, George:
“G.F. Rezeau started for the Hospital this morning. He was wounded yesterday
in a Battle between Shepherds Town and Winchester his wound is through the
left hand the ball passed through his hand and spoiled the pocket in his shirt his
glasses and his pocket combs beside bruising his side right smart. His wounds
were very Lucky ones if there is any such. At the time George was wounded we
were just going to charge he went to the Rear the Regt charged and we received
a Perfect Shower of Rebel Compliments. There was a whole Brigade of Reb
Infantry lying in ambush when we charged upon the Hill. They raised up there
position was such they had a cross fire upon us....”
Included at the end of the archive are a number of documents and forms from
after the war and as late as the turn of the century. They appear to be unrelated
to Mary Winant, although they could have belonged to her family or descendants.
There are also ten original transmittal covers addressed to Mary Winant.
An informative and research-worthy collection of Civil War and Civil War-era
family correspondence.
$4500.

A Presentation Copy from Mrs. Colt to General Sherman
6. [Colt, Samuel]: ARMSMEAR: THE HOME, THE ARM, AND THE
ARMORY OF SAMUEL COLT. A MEMORIAL. New York. 1866. 399pp.
Frontispiece, maps, and plates. Quarto. Contemporary gilt brown morocco
presentation binding, with armorial crest gilt-stamped on boards, a.e.g. Hinged
cracked but holding, some moderate shelf wear. Some offsetting of frontispiece
onto titlepage. Faint scattered foxing, an occasional light dampstain. Very good,
with presentation inscription on front endpaper.
This elaborate memorial volume is a tribute to the famous gun designer and
manufacturer, Samuel Colt, prepared after his death by his widow. Besides describing the grounds of the Colt estate in Hartford, it contains a great deal of
information relating to Colt’s career, the development of his business and of his
famous revolver, which played such a central role in shaping the West.
This work is usually found in a half calf binding, but the present copy is housed
in a full morocco presentation binding, gilt-stamped with the armorial crest of
Samuel Colt. It was given by Colt’s widow to Maj. Gen. Thomas Sherman and
is inscribed by her on the front free endpaper recto: “Major General T. Sherman,
with the regards of Mrs. Samuel Colt. Armsmear. September 16th 1867.” General Sherman (no relation to the more famous general of that name) was an old
regular army officer who had known Samuel Colt well and was one of the Army
group to whom the armsmaker sent weapons to test. Relatively old at the time
of the Civil War, he served in the Gulf and was in command at New Orleans at
the end of the war, with the rank of brevet major general. He was stationed at
Newport, Rhode Island at the time Mrs. Colt gave him this volume.
HOWES C618, “b.” SABIN 14763. Generals in Blue, pp.440-41.
$2500.

Sentimental Confederate Music
7. [Confederate Imprint]: VIOLETTA (OR I’M THINKING OF A FLOWER).
[Augusta: Blackmar & Bro., 1862]. [4]pp. Folio. Self-wrappers. Lithograph title
and sheet music. Spine reinforced with archival tape, minute repair in lower outer
corner of first leaf, moderate browning. Very good.
Variant edition, without priority, also printed in New Orleans. A drippingly romantic song, written during a most difficult time. Words by Morgan C. Kennedy,
music by the popular Edward Eaton. Dedicated to “Missess Maria W. Skelton &
Kate S. Finney.” “And ever ripe within my heart,” the lover pines, “The virgin
queen of flowers.” Scarce.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 7580. OCLC 3681094.
$400.

Some Racism Down Under
8. Cruikshank, George: PROBABLE EFFECTS OF OVER FEMALE EMIGRATION, OR IMPORTING THE FAIR SEX OF THE SAVAGE ISLANDS
IN CONSEQUENCE OF EXPORTING OUR OWN TO AUSTRALIA!!!!!
[London. 1851]. Handcolored etching, 7¼ x 17¼ inches, matted to 13½ x 23
inches. Old fold lines, minor wear. Very good. Matted.
An excellent example of this satirical print drawn by illustrator and cartoonist
George Cruikshank, and issued with his The Comic Almanac for 1851. Cruikshank was a notable artist who contributed illustrations to the works of Charles

Dickens, among others. Throughout the first decades of Australian settlement,
men outnumbered women to an extraordinary degree, resulting in grave social
problems for the new colony. Active attempts to address the imbalance included
immigration drives for women in Britain. Cruikshank’s burlesque cartoon imagines that the supposed exodus of women who took up offers of assisted passage
to Australia has created a critical shortage of women in England. His dockside
scene depicts the ship-load of Pacific Island women – all of whom are drawn as
African savages with exaggerated Black features, some with stretched ears, etc.
– who have responded to the desperate call of the crowd of pallid Englishmen,
greeting them upon arrival.
$1250.

Romance in Cuba and New York
9. [Dime Novel]: Denison, Mary A.: THE PRISONER OF LA VINTRESSE:
OR, THE FORTUNES OF A CUBAN HEIRESS. New York: Beadle and
Company, [1860]. [5]-99pp. Frontis. Original pictorial orange wrappers. Edges
a bit frayed, minor wear to spine, mild soiling. Foxing to text edges, otherwise
clean internally. Very good.
A really early entry in Beadle and Adams’ first series of Dime Novels (this is
Number 11), a genre that they originated and made vastly popular. “Life in Cuba
and New York in the middle of the nineteenth century” – Johannsen.
JOHANNSEN, BEADLE AND ADAMS I, p.82.
$750.

in upper right corner. Light foxing
and wear, contemporary ownership
inscriptions in text, contemporary
notations on front fly leaf. Very
good.
A Germantown, Pennsylvania printing of Fenelon’s work, a selection of
his Oeuvres Spirituelles, first published
under this title in London in 1735.
Fenelon (1651-1715) was a French
archbishop, theologian, and writer,
best known for his work, The Adventures of Telemachus, first published in
1699. The title refers to Fenelon’s
banishment from court for friendship with a lady, Madame Guyon,
whose Quietist views were considered heretical. Despite Fenelon’s
protestations that he did not share
such beliefs, that in combination
with his publication of Telemachus
earned him the ire of Louis XIV.
Later in life Fenelon wrote several
anti-Jansenist works as well.

Rare Germantown Imprint,
with a Colonial Woman’s Provenance
10. Fenelon, François de Salignac de la Mothe: THE ARCHBISHOP OF
CAMBRAY’S DISSERTATION ON PURE LOVE, WITH AN ACCOUNT
OF THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF THE LADY, FOR WHOSE SAKE THE
ARCHBISHOP WAS BANISH’D FROM COURT, AND THE GRIEVOUS
PERSECUTIONS SHE SUFFER’D IN FRANCE FOR HER RELIGION....
Germantown: Christopher Saur, 1750. xcvii,120pp. Antique-style half calf and
marbled boards, spine gilt. Titlepage and first few leaves with neat paper repair

This edition is notable for emanating
from the press of Christopher Saur.
In 1738, Saur established the first
German-language press in America
in Germantown, near Philadelphia,
and his family continued printing
there through the end of the century.
Interestingly, this work is in English, one of the first of his English language
imprints. Rare.
This copy is further distinguished by having the ownership inscriptions of three
women. The first, on the front fly leaf, reads: “This book Ann Cooper’s in the
year 1751 Price three shillings.” The second inscription reads: “the gift of Ann
Cooper’s daughter Ann Whita [several letters lost].” Finally, the top of the titlepage is inscribed in what would appear to be an early 19th-century hand: “Joseph
and Hannah Whitall.” This would seem to indicate descent through three generations of the same family.
EVANS 6498. HILDEBURN 1174. ESTC W19461.
$4000.

Bringing News of the Scottsboro Boys
to the African-American Community in Oregon
11. Franklin, Beatrice Morrow Cannady, editor: THE ADVOCATE. AN
INDEPENDENT PAPER DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE
PEOPLE. VOLUME 29. No. 20. Portland, Or. April 29, 1933. 4pp. Large folio
newspaper. Single folded sheet, printed in seven columns. Old folds. V-shaped
area of loss to upper left corner of both leaves and small hole in first column of
text each costing a handful of words per page. Two small abrasions in first column
of text on first leaf costing a few words, small hole to left margin not affecting
text. Short fold separations, a few short closed edge tears, marginal chipping to
bottom corner. Evenly tanned, minor staining. Fair condition.
A well-used but interesting issue of the influential African-American-owned
newspaper, The Advocate, which ran from 1903 to 1933 in Portland, Oregon. The
newspaper referred to itself as “The Bridge Between the Negro and White Races
in Oregon,” evidenced by the square block of text to the left of the masthead.
The paper began in 1903 as an outlet for African-American news on segregation,
lynching, and employment, which the paper focused on throughout its history.
The paper’s longest-running editor was Beatrice Morrow Cannady Franklin, one
of the most prominent civil rights activists in Oregon and wife of one of The Advocate’s founders, E.D. Cannady. She served as assistant editor of the newspaper
for twenty-four years, then became the owner and editor after she and Cannady
divorced in 1930. When The Advocate ceased publication three years later, it was
the second oldest African-American newspaper in Portland.
The present issue of The Advocate is consumed with the Scottsboro Boys case which
was raging at that time in Alabama. The various headlines read: “NAACP TO
AID IN DEFENCE. Scotsboro [sic] Boys Attempt Jail Mutiny. Final Rites Held
for Fred Thomas. Offers to Help in Scottsboro. Interrace Group Approves Jury
Service Move. I.L.D. Accepts of N.A.A.C.P. Cooperation of Scottsboro. Calls for
Support of Washington March, And Help in Raising Funds.” The final paragraph
of an editorial on the second page about the Scottsboro Boys encouraged readers to send donations to International Labor Defense to support the Scottsboro
defendants’ legal efforts. The paper also includes local news in sports, theatre,
“Society & Women’s activities,” and “Seattle News,” among other features.
A slightly wounded but significant issue of a long-running African-American
newspaper in Portland, Oregon edited by a powerful woman who both owned
and edited the newspaper at the time.
$450.

Lovely Portrait of a Native American Girl,
Misidentified
12. Gilbert, Zalmon: [CABINET CARD PHOTOGRAPH DEPICTING
A YOUNG NATIVE AMERICAN GIRL IDENTIFIED AS “STANDING
HOLY”]. Mandan, Dakota Territory: Z. Gilbert, [ca. 1880s]. Albumen photograph, 5¼ x 4 inches, mounted on printed card, 6½ x 4¼ inches. Card edges gilt,
signature and location on recto printed in gold. Caption label affixed to verso.
Minor dust soiling. Near fine. In an archival sleeve.
A cabinet card photograph of a young Native American girl in full tribal regalia.
The subject appears to be less than ten years old and is posed in a studio standing beside furs. Her hair is parted in the middle and braided, and she wears a
long, decorated frock and long necklaces and earrings. She is identified by a
printed caption affixed to the verso as “Standing Holy, the last child of [Sioux
chief] ‘Sitting Bull.’” However, she does not bear a close resemblance to other
known pictures of Sitting Bull’s daughter Standing Holy at the same age, and it
is likely that this image was accidentally or purposely misidentified. The card
was produced by the photography studio of Zalmon Gilbert in Mandan, Dakota
Territory. Gilbert moved to the territory in 1881 and established a studio there
with another photographer, Alice C. Miller. An excellent example of the genre
of Indian portrait cabinet cards, a popular way to obtain images of the American
West during the period.
$300.

Biography of the First Catholic Saint of the Americas
13. Hansen, Leonhard: VITA MIRABILIS ET MORS PRETIOSA VENERABILIS SORORIS ROSAE DES MARIA LIMENSIS.... Rome. 1664. [8],360,[4]
pp. Lacks engraved titlepage. Small quarto. Contemporary limp vellum, covers
tooled in gilt, a.e.g. Light soiling to covers; edges worn in places. Inscription
on front pastedown. Light to moderate foxing and dampstaining; some minor
worming, minutely affecting text. Good.
Biography of Saint Rose of Lima (1586-1617), the first Catholic saint of the
Americas. Rose, born in Lima as Isabel Flores de Oliva. She was canonized in
1671 by Pope Clement X, the first saint from the Western Hemisphere. Seven
copies are located in OCLC.
MEDINA, BHA 1452. SABIN 30249. PALAU 112196. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 664/89. OCLC 42453291, 54270098, 258128415.
$4500.

Exceptional Memoir of a Woman Migrating to Montana
14. Herndon, Sarah Raymond: DAYS ON THE ROAD, CROSSING THE
PLAINS IN 1865. New York: Burr Printing House, 1902. xvi,270pp. Frontis.
Half title. Publisher’s brown cloth, spine gilt. Light wear to extremities, minor
staining to front board, corners bumped. Small stain on titlepage. Inscribed on
recto of frontis. (see below). Very good.
“Sarah Raymond [1840-1914] was a member of the Hardinbrooke ox-train, and
this is her day-by-day narrative of experiences in the Montana migration. She
drove one of the wagons and wrote one of the best overland journals extant” –
Eberstadt. Sarah, with her mother and brothers, settled in Virginia City, and
she starting teaching school in 1866 as one of the first teachers in one of the
first public schools in the Montana Territory. She married James M. Herndon in
May 1867 and with him founded a successful freight company and the Raymond
Brothers store.
This copy is inscribed “Compliments of Rodney R. Herndon,” Sarah’s son.
HOWES H439. GRAFF 1870. EBERSTADT, MODERN OVERLANDS 221.
EBERSTADT 135:561.
$250.

Early Homer Lithograph
15. [Homer, Winslow]: THE RATCATCHER’S DAUGHTER [wrapper title].
Boston: Published by Oliver Ditson, [1856]. 5pp. Folio. Lithographed front wrapper. Small holes along spine indicating removal from a larger bound volume. Four
small edge tears archivally repaired. Trimmed close at the bottom, affecting the
publication statement. Very good. Archivally matted, protected with mylar sheet.
One of the earliest published works of Winslow Homer, produced when he was
about twenty years old and a young apprentice at the Boston lithographic firm
of J.H. Bufford. The illustration is an original design of Homer and shows the
ratcatcher himself, clad as a rough and tumble Boston Irishman of the time, with
a black eye and tattered clothing. He is surrounded by scenes of cats chasing rats
down holes and into cages, donkeys pulling a carriage, a view of St. Paul’s Cathedral, and a vignette of his unfortunate lovelorn daughter jumping to her death in
a river. Homer inscribed his initials below one of the donkeys in surreptitious
self-attribution. He produced several illustrations for sheet music at the time,
as well as political illustrations and work for books, but “the sheet music covers
provide a particularly fascinating documentation of Homer’s progress as an artist
during his apprenticeship” (Tatham). “The Ratcatcher’s Daughter” was a British
song of great popularity at the time, composed by the comic singer, Sam Cowell.
A fine early illustration by one of the most noted of all 19th-century American
artists.
David Tatham, “Winslow Homer and The Ratcatcher’s Apprentice” in The Courier
(Syracuse University) 1967. GOODRICH 1.
$1250.

A Japanese-American Funeral in California,
Shot by a Japanese-American Photographer
Who Was Later Interned at Poston
16. [Japanese-American Photographica]: [PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH
MEMORIALIZING THE ATTENDEES OF A JAPANESE-AMERICAN
FUNERAL IN LOS ANGELES IN THE 1930s]. Los Angeles: Ninomiya, [ca.
1930s]. Panoramic photograph, 10 x 42 inches. Some soft creases, minor surface
wear. Very good.
An extraordinary image capturing the somber mood of a Japanese-American funeral in Los Angeles in the 1930s. Dozens of attendees are ranged around and
behind a decorated coffin, with some standing on the stairs and front porch of the
funeral home or church. The attendees include men, women, and children, all
finely dressed. The photograph was taken and printed by the Ninomiya Studio
in Los Angeles, with their studio credit at bottom right. The photograph is titled
in Japanese script in two places at middle-left.
“The Ninomiya Photograph Studio was founded by Kinso Ninomiya (1894-1966)
during the 1920s in the thriving immigrant community of Little Tokyo in Los Angeles. Kinso came from Hiroshima prior to World War I, married Kiyo Ninomiya
(b. 1907) in the late 1920s and had four children before 1940. With the onset
of World War II and the anti-Japanese sentiment in California and the U.S., the

Ninomiya Family was sent to the War Relocation Authority Incarceration camp
in Poston, Arizona. The studio was shuttered and disappeared. During World
War II, African Americans with few options for housing moved into Little Tokyo
and it became known as Bronzeville. After the war, many Japanese Americans
came back to Little Tokyo and built the enclave into a functioning community,
but it did not thrive as much as it had in the 1930s. Nonetheless, the presence
of an array of businesses and restaurants in the area continued to draw Japanese
Americans and others to Little Tokyo, even if they had settled elsewhere in the
Greater Los Angeles area after incarceration” – Online Archive of California.
After the war, the Ninomiya Family returned to Little Tokyo and reopened their
family photography business. Kinso let the next generation take the reins of
the business, namely his son Elwin Ichiro Ninomiya (1929-2009). The former
Ninomiya storefront located at 353 East 1st Street, is less than a block away from
the Japanese American National Museum, the Go For Broke National Education
Center, and the Go For Broke Monument dedicated to the Nissei soldiers who
fought in World War II.
A rare and distinguished depiction of Japanese Americans in mourning in Depression-era California, produced by a Japanese-American photographer. $2500.

ephemeral items. Oblong folio photograph album.
Contemporary reptile-textured cloth over limp
boards, string-tied. Minor edge wear, front bottom corner creased. Ownership signature reading
“A.S.A. 1942” on inside front cover. A few images
detached, minor occasional wear to photographs
or ephemeral items. Overall very good.
An important and informative annotated photograph
and scrapbook album assembled by Alice Arikawa,
a young Japanese-American woman from Los Angeles. The album records Arikawa’s life from her
last day at Lafayette Junior High through her high
school years and to the cusp of her evacuation to
the Manzanar War Relocation Center.
Alice Sakiko Arikawa Presnell (1920-1992) was a
first-generation Japanese American from Los Angeles. She graduated from Lafayette Junior High in
1934 and Thomas Jefferson High School in 1937,
after which she spent some time at Los Angeles
City College. In June 1942, she was evacuated to
the Manzanar War Relocation Center. After World
War II, she served as a clerk for the 71st Signal
Battalion Service in Occupied Japan. While there,
she met and married one of the officers for whom
she worked, Paul Presnell.

With a Graduation Photograph Inside Manzanar

The photographs record Alice Arikawa in a wide
range of activities apropos of a young girl in Los
Angeles in the 1930s. She is seen with her junior
high and high school classmates and teachers (often
identified in the captions), at her dance class, in
her Business Correspondence class (important for
her career just after World War II), at the beach,
on summer vacation in the mountains, on Camera
Day, showing off her graduation dress, with her
“Club Girls on YWCA Grounds,” at the “Kalifans
2nd Anniversary” dance, on the streets of Los Angeles taking “time off from Beauty School,” and
spending a “summery day” at Sycamore Park.

17. [Japanese-American Photographica]: [Arikawa, Alice Sakiko]: [ANNOTATED VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH AND SCRAPBOOK ALBUM
RECORDING THE LIFE OF JAPANESE-AMERICAN WOMAN, ALICE
ARIKAWA, FROM JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TO JUST BEFORE SHE
WAS INTERNED AT MANZANAR]. [Los Angeles. 1934-1942]. 202 vernacular
photographs, ranging from 1½ x 1½ inches to 8 x 10 inches, plus thirteen assorted

Arikawa evidently liked horses, as she retained several pictures of her and her
friends on horseback at Cal-Baden Stables near Montebello Hills (east of Los
Angeles) and at the Santa Anita racetrack. Around this time, she also visited the
Huntington Library (retaining four pictures of the grounds), Ocean Park, Arroyo
Seco, and Santa Monica Beach. She also records her friend Elm on her wedding
day, a recently-married friend named Jane, and a friend named Nak in front of

her “Beloved 41 Chevy” before including eight pages of annotated photographs
of a “Glorious Weekend at Eliza Cottage Hermosa Beach Sept 1941.” The remainder of Arikawa’s experiences in 1941 include her and her girlfriends visiting
soldiers in San Luis Obispo and concludes with Thanksgiving Day in Pasadena
(including a picture of her Thanksgiving dinner).

In addition to John Arikawa’s ID card, the ephemeral items here include an issue of Alice’s junior high school newspaper, the Lafayette Sentinel (in which she
aspires to be a “Chorus Girl”), her junior high school diploma, commencement
programs from both her junior high and high school graduations, a program for
a junior high dance recital, and other items.

The album ends abruptly with two photographs in March 1942 – one of a young
friend named Bob and another of Arikawa with her giant Saint Bernard, Napoleon; Alice Arikawa was interned at the Manzanar War Relocation Center three
months later.

Other ephemeral items include two letters to Alice from well-wishers congratulating her on winning the “Who’s Who in Hollywood” prize from the Los Angeles
Times. Arikawa tied with two other young women by achieving a perfect score
in the contest, which was apparently some type of film quiz. Arikawa is pictured
here with the two other winners in newspaper clippings regarding the contest. A
few of the photographs in the album also speak to Alice’s interest in film culture,
as she is pictured with her YWCA social club, the Kalifans. The Kalifans were
known to partner with other groups of young Nisei women specifically to attend
film screenings and other cultural activities.

A handful of loose photographs in the album feature a large portrait of Alice
Arakawa, a few school and other group photographs (namely her Lafayette Junior
High School Class of 1934), and others. Most notable is a school photograph
of a graduating class inside the Manzanar camp. Alice had already graduated
high school, so this picture very likely commemorates the graduation of one or
more of Alice’s siblings. The ephemeral items here include a 1948 Identification
Card belonging to Alice Arikawa’s brother John, though he would have been too
young to be pictured in the Mazanar graduation photo. His ID card states he is
fifteen years old.

An endearing photograph and scrapbook album assembled by a young JapaneseAmerican woman in California just before the internment period during World
War II.
$4500.

Narrative of a Woman’s Journey in Wyoming
18. Johnson, Laura Winthrop: EIGHT HUNDRED MILES IN AN AMBULANCE. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co., 1889. 131pp. Small octavo. Publisher’s
brown cloth, front board and spine gilt. Some wear to boards and extremities,
corners bumped, but interior quite clean. Contemporary ownership inscriptions
on front pastedown and front free endpaper. Very good.
“An important, first-hand account by a perceptive writer. The excursionists
started from Cheyenne to visit forts and Indian agencies in Wyoming Territory in
1874” – Graff. The party of twelve included six women and three children, and
they were outfitted to camp for several weeks. Johnson’s narrative was originally
published in Lippincott’s Magazine in June and July, 1875.
GRAFF 2220. HOWES J141.
$500.

Inscribed Photograph of JFK and Jackie
19. [Kennedy, John F.]: [PHOTOGRAPH OF PRESIDENT AND MRS. KENNEDY, INSCRIBED BY HER SOON AFTER THE ASSASSINATION, TO
JFK’S PHYSICIAN, DR. JANET G. TRAVELL]. [Mexico? February 1964]. 10
x 8 inches, mounted. Very good. In a folio morocco backed cloth box, ribbon tie.
Inscribed on the photo: “For Dr. Travell-with deepest appreciation for everything
/ With affection / Jacqueline Kennedy.” Dr. Janet G. Travell (1901-97) was a New
York physician and medical researcher. She was appointed the personal physician
to President John F. Kennedy in 1961. She graduated from Wellesley College
and Cornell University Medical College. She was the first female doctor to be
the personal physician to a sitting United States president and retained that post
until March 1965. Her specialty was treating muscular pain. Kennedy’s injuries
from WWII were the beginnings of his back pain problems. She helped him so
much in the late 1950s, he chose her as his personal physician while he was in
the White House.
The photo is accompanied by small typed note on White House stationery signed
by Travell which explains that this photo was taken when the Kennedys were in
Mexico at the end of June 1962.
$4800.

Letters of a German Immigrant Serving on a Union Steamer
off the Coast of South Carolina During the Civil War
20. Meyer, Frederick: [ARCHIVE OF TWENTY-ONE WAR-DATED AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, SIGNED, FROM GERMAN IMMIGRANT FREDERICK
MEYER TO HIS WIFE MARY, WHILE SERVING ON THE UNION NAVAL
STEAMSHIP “FLAG,” WITH TWO PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHS]. [Almost all written onboard ship off the coast of Charleston, but also one each from
Annapolis, Boston, Philadelphia, and Brooklyn]. February 26, 1862 – January 30,
1865]. Twenty-one letters, totaling [46]pp. Original mailing folds. Light toning,
minor soiling and foxing. Minor fading to photographs. Very good. Organized
chronologically in a modern three-ring binder.
An unusual group of twenty-one letters from Frederick Meyer, a German immigrant, who writes home to his wife about his wartime experiences and his life as
a sailor. Meyer joined the Union Navy in 1862 and served aboard the USS Flag.
The Flag was a steamship commissioned in June 1861, and it served as a blockade
ship along the South Carolina coast until 1865. The Flag was decommissioned in
early 1865 and therafter served in a civilian capacity. Meyer’s letters encompass a

large portion of the Civil War, dating from February 1862 to the end of January
1865, and cover confrontations between the United States Navy and Confederate blockade-runners, including a mention of the sinking of the USS Housatonic
in February 1864. Archives of letters from Civil War Navymen are more scarce
than those of foot soldiers, and scarcer still from immigrants serving in the war.
Besides the war content, the letters are interesting from a linguistics standpoint,
as they are largely written in German or a German-English hybrid. The passages
quoted below are partially translated to facilitate reading.
Writing from Charleston on November 2, 1862, Meyer thanks his wife for the
clothes she sent him and tells her about the frustration he feels about being moved
from ship to ship. In part and in broken English:
“My dear, I received your letter, found a little bag of camphor there for to wear
around my neck. I am very much pleased to you for at neck my clothes smell so
good...thanks to God that you was so lucky to get a good stake, our stake goes

from Rattlesnake Creek to Bulls Bay....Last week we...sank the 3 [steamers]...she
got up to Fort Moltre there resunk on the site. Charleston there lays a steamer...
Mary you speak about the satisfaction they won’t give none they said it is no good
for we got sent from one ship to another then that be no good....I got sent back
again to my own vessel there is 15 gone this time, I don’t think come back again
but getting none no I got half that luck to be sent home again....Mary my dear is
a hard time coming. I hope you must have the best that you can and take all the
comfort you can pray to God and he will not forsake you for no fondest present
melting best yearns like thy gods to make thee blest.”
Within two months, Meyer had been happily stationed aboard the Flag and wrote
on January 12, 1863: “I think God done me a great favor sending me on board
the Old Flag....I call this God’s gift to me....”
Following a battle between the CSS Chicora, CSS Palmetto State, and the USS
Mercedita, Meyer wrote of the encounter in his letter dated February 1, 1863.
The letter reads, in part: “Saturday morning 5 o’clock....There was several men
killed then they had to surrender...15 killed, 31 wounded...fire all around as shells
bust on top us....”
The next month, Meyer writes about another attack on Fort Sumter. His letter
dated April 13, 1863 provides a few details and reveals Meyer’s fears about the
longevity of the war. In part, his letter reads: “I got a few minutes now to write a
few lines about the battle at Charleston...300 pounds rifles...Mary if I was home I
would tell you...what is the truth so if anybody asks you better tell them that they
have disgraced the country if they make this blunder not good. The war will last
20 years...I got your letters, I got one the morning the bombardment began....”
After a few more months aboard the USS Flag, Meyer appears to have grown
accustomed to life in the Navy and was proud of the work he was doing. On
September 1, 1863, he recounts in part: “Great work here, Sumter looks like an
old ruin. The southeast corner is gone...Gilmor and Dilgrean...there was no man
that worked together so well...they tried to storm us three times but in war we
whipped them three to one – we was one thousand strong...cross the river now
we can shell the city....”
In early 1864, Meyer had a close brush with death when another ship in Charleston
harbor, the Housatonic was sunk by Confederate Navy steamer, the CSS Hunley
on February 17. On February 23, 1864, he writes:
“My Dear a few lines to let you know that I am on my old station again. We
sailed from Boston the 4th of February and I received the same day an hinkigaf(?).
I am glad that we are here for the water was disagreeable in Boston...6 days ago
the rebels blowed up one of our ships and as luck have, the water was not deep,
there was 12 man lost, the rest saved them. Saved by getting up in the rigging....’’
On June 19, 1864 Meyer writes to Mary about his dissatisfaction with other sailors:
‘’My dear, I received your letter a few days ago but I cannot answer about war
over. There is no news here – it is one thing over and over again and I be sick

and tired of this life at be shape they want my time is expired so that I can be my
master once more they are carrying the rules out very strict now more than what
has been but there is no fear in me. I can stand on my hat 12 months the reason
it makes it so bad is there is too many volunteer officers in the navy, they don’t
know the least thing about a ship...from your loving husband Frederick Meyer....
If you feel the same as I do you wish me to home...you got the best of me you
see plenty man but I don’t see no woman here but I think I will get home one
of these days....’’
Meyer’s excited letter of December 23, 1864 tells of the fall of Savannah. This
letter reads, in part: “Savannah is taken. The Savannah ram blowed up now it
goes for Charleston. Sherman looked like an old farmer the USS Flag is the
first ship that held Sherman at Fort MacGallast. There was not many killed....”
As the war drew to a close, Meyer was anxious to return home to his wife and son.
His final letter, dated January 30, 1865, expresses his impatience. It reads, in part:
“My Dear, I received your letter today that was mailed the 7 January. I have been
looking for it. I began to think that you had gone for a sogaga and took Harry
for a drummer boy....I don’t think that is a good plan to buy an article then wait
for the price to rise before you pay you got to work sly to catch a fox in his hole
different hats different yarn....There is no news here as I know of, it is the same
thing over again but I am looking for the month of May at is coming slow...you
know there is a good deal of lost time to make up last summer so take good care
of yourself....”
The letters are accompanied by a sepia-tone cabinet card portrait photograph
of Meyer in uniform mounted on a U.S. Art Company card, measuring 5¼ x 7¼
inches and a 4 x 5-inch black-and-white photo of Meyer and an associate in similar
dress, mounted to paper and measuring 5 x 6 inches overall.
“In April 1861 the Navy purchased the 938-ton (burden) screw steamship Phineas
Sprague, which had been built at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1857. Converted to a gunboat and renamed Flag, she was commissioned in late May to take
part in the war to subdue the rebellious southern states. USS Flag spent her
Civil War career blockading the coasts of South Carolina, Georgia, and eastern
Florida, participating in the capture or destruction of several would-be blockade
runners, among them three steamers. She also was involved in several operations against enemy shore positions, including the occupation of Tybee Island,
Georgia, in November 1861, the capture of Fernandina, Florida, in March 1862,
and operations against the fortifications protecting Charleston, South Carolina,
in 1863. USS Flag was decommissioned in February 1865 and was sold in July
1865. Thereafter, she was the civilian steamship Flag. She was broken up in
1876” – AmericanCivilWar.com.
An unusual and important archive that provides interesting insight into the service of a German immigrant serving the Union cause during the Civil War while
aboard a notable U.S. Navy blockade ship.
$3750.

Masterful Mexican Engravings
21. [Nava, José de, engraver]: [VIDA DE SANTA ROSA DE VITERBO].
Puebla. [ca. 1763-1807]. Thirty-two (of thirty-three) copper-engraved plates (the
first plate in expert facsimile). Issued without titlepage or text. Contemporary
half Mexican calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. Moderate wear and scuffing to
boards, corners worn. Minor toning and foxing, tiny puncture marks in the top
margin of each plate, small marginal stain to a few leaves. Very good. The first
plate in expert facsimile.
An exceedingly rare Mexican plate book illustrating the life of the 13th-century
Italian Saint Rose of Viterbo. This series of religious scenes produced in colonial
Mexico is regarded as the masterwork by Puebla’s greatest engraver, José de Nava
(1735-1817). The date range of publication provided above is based on the years
of Nava’s activity according to Medina. All of the plates are signed in print at
the bottom: “Jph. de la Nava la gravó. En la Puebla de los Angs.” W. Michael
Mathes, in his seminal study, La Ilustracion en Mexico Colonial, describes Nava as
an “extraordinary” illustrator, and further praises him as “one of the most talented
artists and skilled engravers of his time in the Old World and the New.”
Each depicts a scene in the life of Saint Rose of Viterbo, beginning with her birth
in Viterbo and concluding with her death and burial at the parish church of Santa
Maria in Poggio. The plates in the present work are numbered at bottom from
1 to 33, and the first plate is in expert facsimile. In the 1871 auction catalogue
of his collection, Professor Henry Ward Poole called the present work “curious
and scarce.” Poole did not often annotate his own auction catalogue, but he did
for this book, praising it for being executed:
“In the ancient style, when faith was stronger than in these latter days: may be
classified with those of Sebastian de Aparicio. Only complete copy seen, and
received of Rev. Augustin Fischer, then collecting for the Emperor Maximilian,
and afterwards his director. Among other miracles, Jesus Christ is represented
coming to the chamber of Sta. Rosa to celebrate his marriage with her.”
OCLC records just three copies, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Chile, the University of Texas at Austin, and the John Carter Brown Library. The only other copy
Rare, and an important work it the canon of “New World” illustrators.
MEDINA, PUEBLA, p. xliv (with one plate illustrated on the preceding page).
PALAU 187900. CATALOGUE OF PRINTED BOOKS AND OF MANUSCRIPTS
BELONGING TO PROF. HENRY WARD POOLE 320. OCLC 23930925,
956717466. W. Michael Mathes, La Ilustracion en Mexico Colonial (Zapopan, Jalisco:
El Colegio de Jalisco, 2003), pp.125-27.
$11,000.

theater company posed onstage in various
productions. The titles of the plays include
Let Yourselves Go, A Hunting We Will Go,
and Our Idea Of Persia. The unidentified
compiler of the album has handwritten the
names of each performer underneath the
images, and she often identifies herself (as
“Self”) in the captions.
The first of the theater photographs is
captioned “Shanghai A.D.C. 1928.” This
almost certainly stands for the Shanghai
Amateur Dramatic Club that functioned at
the Lyceum Theater in Shanghai for many
decades. The group was generally composed
of British “Shanghailanders” who were
foreign settlers or whose military families
were stationed in the regions surrounding
Shanghai. The names of some of those
pictured here include Basil Angel, Mertie
Richards, Joe Cautherly, Harold Peake,
Dorothy Hertzberg, “Bubbles” Lawton, Jim
Guthrie, Dorothy Pellew, Jackie Dupoy,
Gertie Richards, Gladys Hindes, Charles
Butt, and Carol Bateman.

The Exploits of a Group of Shanghailanders in the Late 1920s
22. [Performing Arts]: [China]: [ANNOTATED VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM ASSEMBLED BY A BRITISH FEMALE “SHANGHAILANDER” IN CHINA IN THE 1920s, DOCUMENTING THEATRICAL
PERFORMANCES AND PERSONAL ACTIVITIES IN SHANGHAI AND
THE SURROUNDING AREAS]. [Various locations, mostly in and around
Shanghai, China. 1926-1929]. 277 mounted photographs, from about 1 x 3 inches
to 4¼ x 9¼ inches, most captioned in white ink on black album leaves. Oblong
quarto. Contemporary patterned suede, front cover stamped in gilt, string-tied.
Minor chipping to extremities. A few photos creased. Very good overall.
An attractive and well-composed annotated vernacular photograph album recording the professional and personal experiences of a young British ex-patriate and
amateur theater actress while performing and living in China in the late 1920s.
The album opens with thirteen long photographs showing the members of a

The compiler also depicts herself, various
members of her family, and her friends in
more casual settings, including playing
tennis at the courts of Weihaiwei and the
Tientsin Country Club, carousing on a
houseboat at Battery Creek near Shanghai,
visiting villages, horseback riding, pleasure
driving “on Nipinfree at the East Arsenal,”
swimming at Peitaiho, visiting the Lotus Hill Temple, and other leisure activities.
She also includes photographs of her house in Shanghai, the Shanghai French
Club, numerous images of her cats and dogs, leisure time at Christmas in 1927,
posing with greyhounds owned by the Royal Tank Corps, visiting Shanhaikwan,
traveling to Temple Bay, visiting “Chateau Grimes” and more.
Some of the more colonialist images show the compiler and her companions
amongst Chinese locals. She captions one photograph of a British man and a
Chinese man as, “Dad having a pow-wow with a Chinese soldier.” Another of
a young Chinese man she labels, “My donkey boy.” Also, there are images of
Chinese locals threshing wheat, a local shoemaker, a Chinese barber, Chinese
soldiers, the “oldest inhabitant of Lotus Hills,” scenes from a Chinese parade,
and a few pages of scenes from one or two unidentified Chinese temples.
An interesting collection of images from a young woman living in Shanghai toward
the end of the period governed by the “Unequal Treaties,” just a decade before
the Japanese occupation of China.
$1500.

The Former First Lady Plans Her United Nations Service,
and a Birthday Party
23. Roosevelt, Eleanor: [TYPED LETTER, SIGNED (“ELEANOR”), FROM
ELEANOR ROOSEVELT TO HENRY STEWARD HOOKER (“FRIEND
HARRY”), CONCERNING HER APPOINTMENT AS A DELEGATE TO
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS]. Hyde Park,
Duchess Co., N.Y. July 17, 1948. [1]p. on stationery of Val-Kill Cottage, Hyde
Park. Fine. In a quarto half morocco and cloth clamshell box.
This note is addressed to Henry S. Hooker, who was Roosevelt’s longtime friend
and attorney (and FDR’s law partner). Written a few years after FDR’s death
in 1945, the former first lady was still politically active, as this letter illustrates:
“I have just been officially notified that I am to be again appointed as a delegate
to the General Assembly of the United Nations which meets in Paris. I shall
have to sail on September 13th. In view of this, could you and Nancy come up
here on September 4th to stay over Labor Day? I would like to have a birthday
party for you and Elliott before I leave! [stroke of exclamation point drawn in
with pen] Affectionately, [signed] Eleanor.”
Hooker had a late September birthday, as did her son.
Blanche Wiesen Cook, Eleanor Roosevelt, Vol. 1 (1992).

$1250.

Substantial Record of the First Women’s Club in the United States,
with Manuscript Material from Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Frances Willard,
Louis May Alcott, Clara Barton, Jane Cunningham Croly,
and Numerous Others
24. [Sorosis Club]: [Burke, Joanna Arrington]: [MEMORIAL SCRAPBOOK
CONTAINING MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED ORIGINAL LETTERS,
DOCUMENTS, NOTES, PHOTOGRAPHS, IMPRINTS, AND PRINTED
EPHEMERA FROM NOTABLE WOMEN AND OTHER PUBLIC FIGURES
RELATING TO THE FORMATION AND EARLY WORK OF THE SOROSIS CLUB, THE FIRST WOMEN’S-ONLY CLUB AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S ORGANIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES,
ASSEMBLED BY SOROSIS MEMBER JOANNA ARRINGTON BURKE].
[Various locations. 1868-1941]. 108 manuscript letters, documents, or notes,
signed; sixteen printed letters, signed; five large-format photographs; three printed
books; and a host of ephemeral items such as printed poetry, portraits, extracts,
and clippings pasted in or laid in. Large, thick folio. 19th-century three-quarter
crimson morocco and brown cloth scrapbook album, gilt, gilt presentation inscription at lower left of front board reading, “Presented by Joanna Arrington
Burke.” Moderate edge wear and scuffing, front joint separated with backstrip
loosening. A few leaves detached. The album in overall good condition, with the
contents generally very good.
A monumental memory book and scrapbook assembled by Joanna Arrington
Burke, a member of the Sorosis Club from 1909 until her death in 1941. The
contents of this scrapbook constitute a critical record of the beginnings and the
early growth of one of the most important women’s organizations in American
history. The printed and manuscript material herein – much of which was penned
by notable women of high accomplishments – shows the consciousness of their
struggle to achieve and succeed in a patriarchal society, and the progress they
make over the decades.
Joanna Burke collected more than a hundred manuscript letters and documents,
plus notes, photographs, extracts, news clippings, printed and ephemeral items,
and more. Some of the letters are only one page, but many number several pages
in length, and cover the period from the founding of Sorosis through the middle
of the 20th century. The letters and documents include invitations to meetings,
responses to invitations, letters of membership acceptance, letters of support and
encouragement, manuscript memorials to deceased members, correspondence
from other chapters, manuscript and printed poetry honoring the organization,
and much more.
The most notable items here include a letter from Elizabeth Cady Stanton praising the club; a two-page manuscript poem on Sorosis by Clara Barton; a twopage letter by an early Sorosis member and scientist named Erminnie A. Smith,
written from the Cattaraugus Reservation after she was adopted by the Seneca
Nation and signed with her Native American name; a letter and two printed items
from the formation of the New York Japanese Women’s Association, inspired by

Sorosis; and a great amount of poetry, likely much of which is unpublished, from
numerous members of Sorosis.
Sorosis (or the Sorosis Club) was founded by a dozen professional women in 1868,
in response to their exclusion from the male-dominated journalistic and literary
world of New York City. The precipitating event for the club – in essence, the
straw that broke the camel’s back – was a dinner in honor of Charles Dickens at
the Press Club of New York in March, 1868. Much to their distress and consternation, the women journalists of the Press Club, led by Jane Cunningham Croly,
were told they were not welcome at the Dickens dinner; after an uproar from the
likes of Horace Greeley (editor of the New York Tribune), the administration of
the Press Club decided they would invite Mrs. Croly and other female members
of the Press Club, but only if they agreed to sit behind a curtain, out of sight of
both Dickens and the all-male audience. Croly flatly refused this offensive and
embarrassing attempt at compromise by the Press Club, and decided to form her
own club.
After years of such second-class status in New York, Croly, Alice Cary, Kate
Field, Charlotte B. Wilbour and eight other women founded the Sorosis Club,
holding their first regular meeting at Delmonico’s (the sight of the controversial
Dickens event) about a month later, on April 20, 1868. Sorosis thus became the
first all-women’s club in the history of the United States, and the first professional women’s club, stating its purpose “to bring together women engaged in
literary, artistic, scientific, or philanthropic pursuits, with the view
of rendering them helpful to each other and more largely useful
to the world” (as stated in Article I of their constitution). Sorosis
would certainly not be the last club of its kind, as the example they
set would inspire women’s clubs across the United States and the
larger world over the next 150 years, and into the 21st century.
The organization’s founding constitution, Sorosis Constitution and
By-Laws (New York: Waterman & Coby, 1869) is included in this
volume, along with three other pocket-sized pamphlets: a small
folding pamphlet containing the constitution and by-laws noted as
“1870” in a pencil note on the first page; a small eight-page pamphlet
listing the “object of this Association,” with a list of officers (oddly,
with the entry for the President of association blank), and other
information and dated “1868” on the first page; and a printed card
containing the text of the Sorosis pledge. The founding constitution, and these other founding documents are in themselves rare
works, with no individual copies recorded in OCLC. We suspect
some number of copies of these printed items have survived in
archival collections or scrapbooks similar to the present example.
The manuscript material is the most important and impressive aspect
of this volume. The material includes multiple letters from founding
members Jane Cunningham Croly and Charlotte B. Wilbour, plus
a plethora of later members of the club, such as Mary Livermore,

Hester Poole, and May Riley Smith. There are also letters from important supporters and honorary members such as Clara Barton, Emily Faithfull, and Frances
Willard; American luminaries including Louisa May Alcott, former First Lady
Julia D. Grant, President Rutherford B. Hayes, early liberal educator Thomas
Hunter, and former First Lady Grace Coolidge; and other notable writers, artists,
political figures, and activists.

M eMber C orrespondenCe
Some of the letters from founding members and early members include the following:
Jane Cunningham Croly. Autograph letter, signed. [New York, NY]. May 2, 1872.
[1]p. Writing to Frances Willard, Croly’s letter reads, “My dear Miss Willard, The
temptation of being made Vice President, and having a brand new baby on the
same day, is irresistible. I therefore accept the honor conferred upon me by Sorosis
and hope that this will set rest foreon, the vexed question of the incompatibility
of official position with motherhood. Yours ever, Jennie Cunningham Croly.”
Jane Cunningham Croly. Autograph letter, signed. [N.p., n.d.]. 9pp. A long,
detailed, and critical recounting of a past Sorosis meeting by the organization’s
founding president, apparently intended as constructive criticism for the current
Sorosis leadership.

Charlotte B. Wilbour. Autograph letter, signed. New York. April 13, 1868. [1]p. An
original invitation to the first meeting of the Sorosis Club, held at Delmonico’s on
April 20, 1868. This letter was sent to Hannah Allen, a founding member admitted in 1868, and includes a note on the original mailing envelope that reads, “I
cherish this invitation more highly than all of my Sorosis papers combined H.A.”
Mary A. Livermore. Autograph note, signed. Rochester, NY. March 12, 1879. [1]
p. Honorary member Livermore respectfully declines an invitation to the annual
dinner of Sorosis, stating that “I have long coveted the pleasure of meeting the
ladies of Sorosis, but have failed to do so, from the fact that their public occasions
are generally held when my time is most occupied.”
Hester M. Poole. Numerous letters are present here, including a folder with five
letters from Poole from around 1928; in one of these, she refers to herself as the
“oldest living member of Sorosis.” In another letter from Poole, dated January
14, 1929, Poole thanks Sorosis for the gift of a Christmas tree, which inspires
a metaphor: “Of our club it was a symbol: rooted deeply in elemental substance
its straight trunk and whorls of branches rose symmetrically in a colorful and
fadeless existence.” Perhaps the finest Poole letter here dates from February 4,
1932, the year in which she would pass away. Poole waxes nostalgic and poetic
about Sorosis: “Many organizations are most useful, but Sorosis, in my humble
opinion supersedes them all. It cost when it originated, much, very much, courage,
enterprise, and ability to place such an original plan before a conservative world.
Indeed there are statues of warriors in this very city of Washington that ought to
be displaced by those of the originators of Sorosis. But the world moves faster
than formerly when women were kept in the Kindergarten class. I could relate
incidents of that time that now seem fantastic. They would seem unbelievable
if they were not true.”
May Riley Smith. Autograph letter, signed. [N.p.]. May 19, 1886. [1]p. Here, the
American poet and future president of Sorosis writes to Emmet R. Alcott regarding
a recent labor issue presented at Sorosis focused on the “Saturday Half Holiday.”
Mary Virginia Terhune. Autograph letter, signed. Brooklyn, N.Y. October 19, 1887.
[3]pp. Terhune, a prolific and bestselling author of both fiction and nonfiction,
here writes to accept membership in Sorosis, enclosing her membership payment.
Sophia Curtiss Hoffman. Autograph letter, signed. Hyde Park, N.Y. March 25,
1886. [2]pp. Hoffman, a noted American philanthropist, joined Sorosis in 1873,
and remained a member until her death in 1905. Here, Hoffman writes a laudatory
letter to Jane Cunningham Croly upon her retirement from her second and final
term as the president of Sorosis. Hoffman writes eloquently, as follows: “The
best thing in life is the gift (freely offered unto all) of adverse tidal waves just
high enough to strengthen our three fold nature – moral, physical & intellectual,
nothing under, at each receding ebb. The weakening vices, until the highest tidal
mark, shall have been reached and the ‘gift’ of adversity becomes the prize of
prizes, Life itself, the master of circumstances. The best thing in this world, she
said, ‘Is the loyal friendship of women’ a development of the nineteenth century
and calculated to produce confusion & a revision of some theories our learned

brothers have written thereon, in the past. Sorosis – may she increase in this
new found knowledge until ‘all women’ are a true sisterhood.”
Erminnie A. Smith. Autograph letter, signed. Cattaraugus Reservation. September
28, 1880. [2]pp., written on both sides of a long galley sheet of paper. Early Sorosis member and scientist Erminnie Smith writes here under her Native American
name, “Ka-tci-tci-sta-kwast” from the Seneca Nation reservation at Chautauqua
County, New York. She was adopted by the tribe after spending two summers
at the reservation. Smith writes a long and detailed letter “from her wigwam
among the Senecas” to “her pale faced sisters in Sorosis” about her time spent
“among the ‘Red Men.’” She expounds upon the facets of the “old Indian marriage ceremony” and apparently enclosed a piece of Indian wedding cake in her
original package. Most of the second page here is taken up with the recipe for
the cake, “for the benefit of mothers with marriageable daughters.” Smith signs
the closing of the letter with her Native American name.
Caroline G. Childs. Autograph letter, signed. August 17, 1921. [4]pp. On Sorosis stationery. During her time as president of Sorosis, Childs sends a letter
to “Dearest Mrs. Ball” recounting the time that “Madame Sugemoto asked for
a copy of the Sorosis Cons & Bylaws upon which she wished to organize her
‘New York Japanese Woman’s Association. Here is a copy of the result which I
think it will be interesting to preserve.” Childs then includes a copy each of the
printed regulations and the membership application for the “New York Nihon
Fujin Kai, or New York Japanese Women’s Association.” The regulations are
printed in Japanese on one side of a single sheet, with a handwritten English
translation on the verso.
Augusta Freeman Young. Typed report, plus typed cover letter, signed. New York
City. December 11, 1931. [4]pp. Young transmits a cover letter and a three-page
report she read before the Sorosis Club regarding the issues she learned about
and people she met during her attendance at the “Eighty-fifth meeting of New
York City Federation of Women’s Clubs.”
Katherine M. West. Autograph letter, signed. Ann Arbor, Mi. June 3, 1886. [2]pp.
West, a founding member of Collegiate Sorosis at the University of Michigan,
here writes to May Riley Smith regarding the founding of the Ann Arbor club.
West writes as the corresponding secretary, expressing the “deepest gratitude”
to Sorosis for “the very generous and gracious action to which she owes her
existence.” The Ann Arbor club had obtained permission from Jane Croly the
previous year to organize a local chapter of Sorosis.
Letters by other Sorosis members – often later letters recounting earlier business or remembrances of times past – include (with their Sorosis induction year
in parentheses): Sara Conant Ostrom (1871); Emma V. Townsend (1881); Ionia
Bird (1888); Marie Boardman Spalding (1893, thanking Sorosis for the Pineapple
Award for twenty-five year’s membership in 1918); Mary Cooley Bassett (1900);
Fanny H.C. Snell (1896); Grace McCarroll (1919); and Augusta Kidder (1890).

In addition to the member correspondence, there are
a few manuscript or printed memorial resolutions,
the most notable of which is a two-page memorial in
the hand of Jane Croly, which is an “In Memoriam”
for early Sorosis member Erminnie A. Smith. There
are also memorials dated 1876 officially mourning
the passing of Sorosis member Annie M. Hale, and
a six-page typed memorial by Jeanne de la M. Lozier
eulogizing Jane Croly.
Honorary membership in Sorosis was extended to some
of the leading women of the day, both in the United
States and abroad. Letters from important honorary
members of Sorosis included here are as follow:
Frances Willard. Autograph note, signed. Princeton,
NJ. March 11, 1880. [1]p. Willard accepts an invitation to a Sorosis meeting, as she has “long desired
the pleasure.”
Frances Willard. Autograph letter, signed. Hillsboro,
Oh. December 23, 1883. [2]pp. A letter of regret from
Willard, who was currently in Hillsboro, Ohio, which
she notes as the “place of the crusade from which resulted the W.C.T.U. [Women’s Christian Temperance
Union].” Willard writes to Jane Croly (whom she addresses as Jennie June, Croly’s professional pseudonym),
with words of praise: “I am proud of Sorosis, with its
wineless dinner table, its scintillant brain & glowing
heart. May it live & flourish a thousand years!”
Frances Willard. Autograph note, signed. Evanston, Il. February 29, 1884. [1]p.
On Woman’s National Christian Temperance Union letterhead. Willard responds
to the invitation for the annual dinner for “our beloved Sorosis,” unsure if she
can make it, due to her temperance work. Willard states, “If possible, I will be
there but in the temperance worker’s whirlwind one hardly knows where one may
blow, save that ‘where he listeth’ is seldom the location.”
Frances Willard. Typed note, signed. Evanston, Il. May 1, 1888. [1]p. Willard
writes to the current president of Sorosis, Mary Louise Thomas, to congratulate
her that “Sorosis has voted unanimously to be admitted into the National Council.” This is a reference to Sorosis joining the National Council of Women of
the United States, the oldest organization of women’s groups founded in the year
this note was written.
Frances Willard. Typed letter, signed. Evanston, Il. July 20, 1888. [2]pp. Here,
Willard writes to May Riley Smith regarding the upcoming national convention
in New York for the National Women’s Christian Temperance Union, and to
solicit the help of Sorosis to make the event a success.

Clara Barton. Autograph letter, signed. Washington,
D.C. March 15, 1891. [2]pp. On Red Cross stationery.
Barton sends a letter of regret to Sorosis president Ella
Dietz Clymer for missing the annual breakfast, but
transmits a manuscript poem about Sorosis which she
describes as “the first draft of an instantaneous flash.”
The poem is described in the next entry.
Clara Barton. Manuscript poem, signed, entitled “Sorosis.” Washington, D.C. March 14, 1891. 2pp., on
the versos of two sheets of Red Cross stationery. An
apparently-unpublished poem by the notable founder
of the Red Cross on the subject of Sorosis. The poem
is a celebration of Sorosis, organized in ten four-line
stanzas, the fourth of which reads, “Sorosis, my child,
was a pioneer When the pioneer was rare Among the
matrons prim and staid And the maidens shy and fair.”
Clara Barton. Autograph letter, signed. Lake Chelan,
Washington State. September 3, 1891. 3pp. While
traveling in the Pacific Northwest, Barton writes to the
corresponding secretary of Sorosis, D.T.S. Denison in
glowing terms, thanking “the grand women of Sorosis
for making me one of them” after Barton’s “election as
an honorary member of Sorosis.” Barton goes on to
heap praise on the organization: “I have honored the
stand they have taken and so bravely maintained, and
what I feel they thereby have done and are doing for
womanhood, that all women are the better for them,
and thus the world is better, and that by this generous
act of theirs they have given me one more opportunity to bring my little sheares
to the fields where I may labor.”
Emily Faithfull. Autograph note, signed. April 13, 1878. 3pp. on a single folded
sheet of The Victoria Magazine letterhead. Faithfull, an English editor and women’s
rights activist writes about “the band of union between Sorosis and myself” and
mentions the London branch of the organization along with praise of a new
member named Kate Pattison, “who is rapidly making her way to the first rank
on the English stage.”
Dr. Emily Blackwell. Autograph note, signed. [New York, N.Y.] February 7, 1880.
[1]p. A short note accepting a Sorosis invitation from the third woman to earn a
medical degree in the United States.
Sara J. Lippincott. Autograph letter, signed, using her pseudonym, “Grace Greenwood.” Washington, D.C. June 25, 1891. [3]pp. On Grace Greenwood stationery.
Lippincott, a notable American author, social reformer, and women’s rights activist
often wrote under the Greenwood alias. Here, she expresses her appreciation
for being elected to honorary membership of Sorosis, “that brightest, bravest,
brainiest band of American women.”

Sara J. Lippincott. Autograph letter, signed. Washington, D.C. July 17, 1891. Here,
Lippincott laments not being able to yet bring herself to write a long appreciation
for her honorary membership into Sorosis due to serious health problems. Soon,
she hopes to accomplish the task of expressing her gratitude in “tribute to the
noble arms and splendid conduct of our organization – prophecies for its future
prosperity and power and boundless beneficent uses.” She signs this letter under
her real name, Sara J. Lippincott.
Margaret E. Parker. Autograph letter, signed. Dundee, Scotland. April 3, 1891.
[5]pp. Parker, a British social activist, temperance reformer, and author here expresses her wish to enjoy the company of Sorosis and “grasp the hands of many of
your noble women. I always wear my Sorosis pin on all Jubilee occasions and it
is a great delight to me to explain its meaning. The various political movements
among women in this country are learning and developing many of our best women
for the time when the moral power of woman shall find its just expression at the
Ballot Box....The women of America are nearly 100 years ahead of us in this old
country but we are coming up very quickly and by and bye shall rejoice with you
that men & women are equal & to work altogether for the advancement of those
great principles on which the progress of society so greatly depends.”

n otable n on -M eMber C orrespondenCe
There are also numerous letters from notable public figures, authors, artists,
educators, and the like, most of which are responding to invitations for Sorosis
meetings. The people who variously respond to invitations for meetings or dinners
at Sorosis, or who write to various Sorosis members with other business include:
Louisa May Alcott. Autograph note, signed in the text. Concord, Ma. March 16,
[presumably 1869]. On Alcott’s personal stationery, with a gilt “A” printed at top
left. The short note reads, “Miss Alcott regrets that she must decline the invitation for Mar. 20th Concord Mar. 16th.”
Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Autograph letter, signed. Geneva, N.Y. January 10,
[1884]. [2]pp. The legendary women’s rights advocate and suffragist responds
to a dinner invitation while “visiting friends in western New York.” She finds
words of praise for Sorosis, writing, “I have always watched the movements of
Sorosis with deep interest, feeling that its influence has been most influential in
the rising generation of girls.”
Julia D. Grant. Autograph note, signed. [N.p., n.d., but before 1885]. 1p. Wife of
former president Ulysses S. Grant, here the former First Lady writes that “General
and Mrs. Grant regret that they will not be able to accept the kind invitation of
the Sorosis Club to dinner at Delmonico’s on January 15.”
Rutherford B. Hayes. Autograph note, signed. Fremont, Oh. May 5, 1881. [1]p.
Just two months after the end of his presidency, Hayes writes from his home at
Spiegel Grove to both “the ladies of the Sorosis” and the focus of their upcoming
reception, prolific author Martha J. Lamb before respectfully regretting that he
and Mrs. Hayes will not be able to attend.

Albert Bierstadt. Autograph note, signed in the text. New York, N.Y. January
16, 1888. [1]p. on his 1271 Broadway studio stationery. The short note begins,
“Mr. Bierstadt appreciates most highly the kind invitation of Sorosis” but has a
previous engagement.
Thomas Hunter. Autograph note, signed. New York, N.Y. February 9, 1880. [1]
p. The founder of Hunter College, and liberal educator, Hunter reports he will
not be able to enjoy “the pleasure of meeting the Ladies of the Sorosis.” He
concludes by offering encouraging words to the group: “Every effort to emancipate
woman has always had my warmest sympathy: and my advice to her has ever been,
‘Educate that you may be free.’” Hunter knows of what he speaks, as he founded
Hunter College as a normal school for educating female teachers.
Grace Coolidge. Autograph note, signed. Northampton, Ma. March 18, 1929. Mrs.
Coolidge, just after concluding her time as First Lady of the United States, writes
to Sorosis to express her “appreciation of their kind message,” likely responding
to a letter of thanks for her service sent earlier by Sorosis.
Mary L. Booth. Autograph note, signed. [New York, NY.] February 9, 1880. [1]p.
The first editor of Harper’s Bazaar “regrets most sincerely” in having to decline
an invitation from “the Ladies of the Sorosis.”
Caroline Brown Buell. Autograph letter, signed. New York, NY. January 27, 1882.
[2]pp. On Woman’s National Christian Temperance Union letterhead. Buell
responds that she is pleased to hear “of my election to Sorosis” and pledges to
formally accept membership at the next meeting.
Esther Pugh. Autograph letter, signed. January 30, 1882. [2]pp. On Woman’s
National Christian Temperance Union letterhead. A short letter of regret by
Pugh, an early American temperance reformer from Ohio, for missing the next
meeting of Sorosis.
Theodore Hetzler. Typed note, signed. December 27, 1928. [1]p. The long-serving
president of the Fifth Avenue Bank in New York City writes to the treasurer of
Sorosis, Myrtle Bickmore recounting their “long and pleasant association” that
began after Sorosis made its first deposit in the bank on March 19, 1903.
Ruth Fesler. Autograph note, signed. Washington, D.C. March 15, [ca. 1930].
[1]p. On White House stationery. The secretary to the First Lady, Lou Henry
Hoover, writes to thank Sorosis “for your friendly letter with its good wishes.”
Other notes responding to invitations come from R.B. Roosevelt (Theodore Roosevelt’s uncle and a prominent U.S. Congressman and Minister to the Hague);
Marshall P. Hunter (American actor and humorist); George William Curtis
(American writer and civil rights advocate); Elihu Vedder (American artist); Linda
Dietz (American actress); Frederic de Peyster (author and president of the New
York Historical Society); Anna E. Dickinson (notable American orator, lecturer,
abolitionist, advocate for women’s rights, and the first woman to give a political address before the U.S. Congress); R. Heber Newton (prominent New York
Episcopalian priest and author); Elizabeth Boynton Harbert (noted 19th-century

author, reformer, and philanthropist from Indiana); Grace Hoadley Dodge (American
philanthropist and first woman appointed to the New York Board of Education);
Mary Nash Agnew (early member of the New York City School Board, present
here is one letter of regret from her to Sorosis and a letter from the “Ladies of
Sorosis” congratulating her on her school board appointment); Laura C. Holloway (American journalist, social reformer, and psychic); Ella Wheeler Wilcox
(American author and poet); Emma Thursby (American singer); Edna Dean Proctor (American author); Elizabeth Huntington (Near East College Association,
thanking Sorosis for an endowment donation); and others. There is also a picture
postcard featuring the Astor family with a printed notice on the verso reading,
“Best Wishes from All the Astors” and a pre-printed form letter response dated
October 22, 1929 “From the Laboratory of Thomas A. Edison, Orange, N.J.”

s orosis p oetry
In addition to the manuscript material, there is a voluminous amount of manuscript
and printed poetry produced by Sorosis members and intended for publication by
the club. Writing poetry for the club was apparently a long and important tradition
within Sorosis. The poetry present here includes fourteen pages of long galleytype pages containing several poems dedicated to the Sorosis Club; twelve pages
of typed poems with manuscript authorship attributions; two envelopes containing
a total of ten pages of printed poems with a manuscript roster of the participants
in the 1933 Sorosis Poetry Symposium; four pages of typed poems identified on
the envelope as “Poems by Sorosis Members” with ownership attributions at the
conclusion of each poem in type, manuscript, or both (probably from the 1930s,
as well); an undated printed poem by Hester M. Poole entitled, “To Rose-Mary”
on cream card stock; five pages of typed poetry marked simply, “Sorosis Poems;”
nine pages of typed poems apparently related to the 1939 Sorosis poetry event;
two typed poems dated 1924 by May Riley Smith, accompanied by a manuscript
letter closing, signed; printed poem, titled, “My Seventy Years!” by Mrs. M.A.
Kidder; and a manila folder with eighteen mimeographed pages from the 1941
Sorosis poetry contest, many of which are signed at the bottom by the given poet.

s orosis p hotographs
Along with the letters and manuscript and printed poetry, there are also a handful
of handsome photographs featuring Sorosis members. The photographs include
the following:
1) Albumen photograph, presumably featuring eight women of the Sorosis Club.
Likely late-19th century. 6 x 8¼ inches. Mounted on card.
2) Later portrait of Jane Cunningham Croly. 8 x 6 inches. Manuscript caption at
bottom reads, “Jennie C. Croly 1868 President of Sorosis 1869-1886.” A caption
on the verso additionally reads, “Jennie C. Croly About the time Sorosis was born.”

3) Large platinum portrait of Dimies T.S. Denison. 16 x 12 inches. Manuscript
caption in bottom margin reads, “Dimies T.S. Denison, President Sorosis 18981903.”
4) Oval portrait of Alice Bartlett Stinson. 10 x 7 inches. Manuscript caption reads,
“Alice Bartlett Stinson President of Sorosis 1923-1927.”
5) Sepia-toned silver gelatin photograph of Hester M. Poole by Louis Fabian
Bachrach, with his signature in the image at bottom right. 9 x 7¼ inches, mounted
on card stock.

s orosis e pheMera
Ephemeral items related to Sorosis present here include the 1916 copyright application for a musical composition titled, “Sorosis Grace” by Fannie Helmuth;
a printed copy of the sheet music for Sorosis Grace;” a color-printed certificate
recognizing the Sorosis Club’s membership in the United States Flag Association;
a prospectus for Jane Cunningham Croly’s book Memories of Jane Cunningham
Croly (published in 1904); a printed seating chart for a breakfast in honor of Jane
Croly in 1886; and a five-page manuscript listing in the rear apparently used by
Burke in assembling the memory book, listing both items present here and items
not included in the book. This latter listing illustrates, from the material present
and not present, that the reach and influence of the Sorosis Club was profound,
involving some of the most notable public figures of the day.

s orosis b ooks
In addition to the items in the memory book, the present collection also includes
three Sorosis Club imprints. They are as follow:
1) Selections from the Writings of the Presidents of Sorosis. A Souvenir of the Breakfast
at Sherry’s, March 20, 1893, in Honor of the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the Club.
New York: [The De Vinne Press], 1893. 30,[2]pp., plus six portrait plates. Cream
paper-covered boards, floral patterns along spine, decoratively-stamped in gilt
and blue. Front cover creased. Very good.
2) A Memento of the Ninetieth Birthday of Sorosis. [Great Barrington, Ma.: The
Berkshire Courier Press, 1958]. 40pp. Original gold wrappers stamped in red.
Minor edge wear. Gift inscription on inside front cover. Very good.
3) Marguerite Dawson Winant: A Century of Sorosis, 1868-1968. [12],146pp. Illustrated. Original red cloth stamped in gilt. Minor edge wear. Slightly over-opened
at page 20. Very good. Limited to 300 copies.
A profoundly informative and important collection of material relating to the
formation and early work and influence of the first professional women’s organization in the United States, including correspondence from a number of remarkable
and pioneering women.
$12,750.

Classic Account of a Woman’s Adventures in the West
25. Strahorn, Carrie Adell, and Charles M. Russell, illustrator: FIFTEEN
THOUSAND MILES BY STAGE: A WOMAN’S UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
DURING THIRTY YEARS OF PATH FINDING AND PIONEERING
FROM THE MISSOURI TO THE PACIFIC AND FROM ALASKA TO
MEXICO. New York & London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons; The Knickerbocker Press,
1911. xxv,[3],673pp., plus photogravure frontispiece portrait, four color plates after
Russell (each plate accompanied by a guard sheet with descriptive letterpress),
and numerous photographic illustrations. Frontis. Publisher’s green cloth, front
board with a pictorial onlay after a Charles Russell painting, lettered in gilt, spine
gilt, t.e.g. Light wear to extremities, spine ends just starting to fray. Small closed
tear to lower margin of pp.71-72 (no text affected), closed tear running most of
pp.521-22 (no loss of text), a few spots of light soiling. Very good.
Carrie Strahorn travelled throughout the West with her husband while he was
engaged in writing promotionals for the Union Pacific Railroad. Their travels
were extensive, and the author’s enthusiasm and eye for detail make this one of
the key narratives by a woman in the West. The color plates and multitude of
black and white vignettes and plates by Charles Russell render it a prime Russell
item as well.
“In the pages of this volume, I have endeavored to give a picture of the Old West,
to tell of the efforts which a Westward marching population made to establish
homes on the borderline of civilization and beyond, enduring hardships and
privations with the courage of heroes” – Preface. The color plates after Russell
comprise: “As Cochrane and Pard Leaped into their Saddles Cochrane Shot the
Indian”; “The Stage Ahead of Us Had Been Attacked by the Indians and Burned”;
“That Night in Blackfoot was a Terror”; “When the Elk was Believed Dead it
Jumped Up and Sprang at Them.”
HOWES S1054. GRAFF 3999. YOST & RENNER 25. ADAMS HERD 2180.
ADAMS SIX-GUNS 2152. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 236.
$500.

Enticing Settlers to Washington Territory,
Compiled by an Accomplished Female Pioneer and Suffragist
26. Stuart, Abbie Howard Hunt, compiler: WASHINGTON TERRITORY:
ITS SOIL, CLIMATE, PRODUCTIONS AND GENERAL RESOURCES.
Olympia: Printed at the Office of the Washington Standard, 1875. 64pp. Original
printed blue front wrapper bound into slightly later half burgundy morocco and
cloth, spine gilt, t.e.g. Light wear to boards. Minor soiling, a few spots of adhesive
residue, and pencil annotations on wrapper. Slight tanning throughout. Very good.
A rare statistical and historical sketch of Washington Territory together with
detailed individual county studies, assembled by Mrs. A.H.H. Stuart, Chairwoman
of the Board of Immigration. In the Preface, she states, “This work has been
compiled for the purpose of aiding immigration, by describing the great natural
resources of our Territory...” and then goes on to note some the sources used,
including The Puget Sound Business Directory, “the Walla Walla Immigration Society’s pamphlet,” and The Settler’s Guide (Northern Pacific Railroad), with statistics
from the Territorial Auditor, J.M. Murphy. Stuart covers territory-wide potential
for farming, mining, logging, and fishing, as well as ports and growing railroad
access, existing civic infrastructure, and a placating note about the decline in the
territory’s Indian population. The section on individual counties provides more
specific data. She concludes with a brief section on “The Press of the Territory,”
with information on newspapers and other publications.
Stuart writes, “The great need of our Territory is earnest men and women who
are not afraid or ashamed of honest work...” (pp.iii-iv). She returns to this point
several times throughout, perhaps most notably in her section on skills needed
and average wages in the territory: “Literary men and loiterers are not wanted
and had better keep away. The motto that ‘fortune favors the brave,’ will be
found a good one here....Kid-gloved men, persons of extremely fine sensibilities
are not the characters to develop [the new territory], but the hardy, laborious and
courageous man who fears not toil, and is willing to work hard at present that he
may enjoy his ease hereafter” (p.36).
Abbie Howard Hunt Stuart (1840-1902) was a suffragist and co-founder and first
president of the Woman’s Club of Olympia (1883), the oldest continuing club for
women on the west coast. She also served as president of the Women’s Suffrage
Association in Olympia. Her husband, Robert Giffin Stuart (1825-91), was an
attorney and Receiver for the U.S. Land Office in Olympia.
This title is rare in the trade, only this copy has appeared at auction (in 2011)
since the Streeter sale.
TWENEY 89, 73. AII (WASHINGTON) 186. HOWES S1091, “aa.” SOLIDAY
IV:801. STREETER SALE 3263.
$3000.

27. [Texas]: Winsor, E.F.: MAP OF REFUGIO COUNTY TEXAS. Victoria,
Tx.: Refugio Abstract & Title Company, [ca. 1925]. Blue-line map, approximately
33½ x 45½ inches. Original folds. Slight separations at some crossfolds, mild edge
wear, top left corner stained with blue printer’s ink at the time of production.
Very good.

the owner is given in either printed
or manuscript form. The manuscript
notes are plentiful, mostly in the central portion of the map, and carry the information forward as late as 1934. Interestingly, this was the same year that the
Tom O’Connor field was discovered in Refugio County, and the area has been an
important source of oil and gas ever since. The O’Connor family are shown to be
major landowners, and the names of Martin O’Connor and Mrs. D.M. O’Connor
also appear on the map as owners of large lots of land. Names of other women
are also shown on large properties, including Rosa Lambert, Mrs. F.B. Rooke,
and Mrs. K.D. Roache.

A large-scale cadastral map of Refugio County, showing land ownership and other
topographical detail. Refugio County is located along the Gulf Coast, just north
of Corpus Christi. Land lots both great and small are shown, and the name of

The map itself is exceedingly rare, with no copies in OCLC; the present copy,
with its manuscript additions, is positively unique and an important source for
land ownership issues even to the present day.
$1500.

A Mass of Land Ownership Information,
Including Several Prominent Women

With an Attractive Engraving
28. Valdes, Joseph Eugenio: VIDA ADMIRABLE Y PENITENTE DE LA
V.M. SOR SEBASTIANA JOSEPHA DE LA SS. TRINIDAD, RELIGIOSA
DE CORO, Y VELO NEGRO EN EL RELIGIOSISSIMO CONVENTO DE
SEÑORAS RELIGIOSAS CLARISAS DE SAN JUAN DE LA PENITENCIA
DE ESTA CIUDAD DE MEXICO. Mexico. 1765. [8],396,[4]pp. plus plate. Latter half of book misbound but complete. Small quarto. Later vellum, spine gilt.

Final leaf with some marginal loss, repaired, with minor loss of text. Title-leaf
with some tears and toning. Internally clean. Very good.
Extensive biography of the Mexican nun, Sebastiana Josepha, which includes an
engraved illustration of her kneeling in prayer before the baby Jesus.
MEDINA, MEXICO 5022.
$1500.

A European Vision of America
29. Vauthier, Jules-Antoine: L’AMÉRIQUE [caption title]. Paris: Chez Tessari,
[n.d., ca. 1820]. Colored stipple engraving, 45 x 33 cm. Some minor dust soiling
in margins. Overall a very nice image with good coloring. Archivally matted,
protected with mylar.
An attractive allegorical rendition of America in the form of an American Indian
woman in fanciful indigenous costume. She is shown from the waist up, wears
a headdress and has one breast exposed. The image is captioned as “dessiné par
Vauthier,” which refers to the noteworthy artist, Jules Antoine Vauthier. The
image was engraved by Bertrand. A neo-classical vision of America in the form
of an Indian queen, beautifully colored by hand.
$1500.

Remarkable Profile Portraits of George and Martha Washington
30. [Washington, George]: [Washington, Martha]: [EGLOMISE SILHOUETTE
PROFILE PORTRAITS OF GEORGE AND MARTHA WASHINGTON
ON GLASS]. [N.p., but United States. ca. 1830]. 12 x 16 inches, framed to 17 x
21 inches. Black paint on glass. Some light wear to frame. Very good.
Pair of facing profile silhouette portraits, with Martha Washington on the left
and George Washington on the right, framed in bordered ovals of worked design.
The portraits are painted on the back of a glass panel in eglomise style. The

figures are approximately six inches in height
and appear to be after the famous portraits of
the couple painted by James Sharples in 1798.
James Sharples (1751-1811) was born in England
and first exhibited at the Royal Academy in
1779. Twice widowed, Sharples married again
in 1787, taking as his third wife Ellen Wallace,
who had been his pupil. The Sharples came to
the United States about 1793 and worked in
Philadelphia and New York until 1801. James
did pastel portraits, which he is said to have
executed in about two hours. Ellen Sharples
sometimes produced copies of these for clients
who wished more than a single example. The
Sharples family returned to England in 1801,
where James and Ellen continued their work,
but they returned once again to New York in 1809. James died there in 1811,
whereupon Ellen and the children returned to England for the last time. It was
probably in 1797 at Mount Vernon that James achieved his long-standing ambition of portraying George Washington, finally retired to private life after his
second term as president. His painting shows the elderly Washington in profile,
somberly dressed, a man aged beyond his years by the weight of his responsibilities. The resulting portrait proved to be so popular that both James and Ellen
are said to have copied the image regularly in response to the demand. Portraits
of the President and First Lady remained popular, as evidenced by this later pair
of silhouettes after Sharples’ original works.
$4500.

Extensive Archive of Letters to and from a Union Soldier,
with Much on Service in Louisiana
31. [Whitney Family]: Whitney, Henry B. and Martha S., [et al]: [EXTENSIVE
COLLECTION OF CIVIL WAR-ERA LETTERS FROM THE FAMILY OF
HENRY B. WHITNEY, INCLUDING FIFTY-EIGHT LETTERS FROM
HENRY WHITNEY DOCUMENTING HIS WAR SERVICE, WITH DETAILS ON ACTIVITIES IN LOUISIANA AND OPERATIONS AGAINST
PORT HUDSON, AND IN FLORIDA AT FORT JEFFERSON, AS WELL
AS NUMEROUS LETTERS TO HENRY WHITNEY FROM HIS WIFE
AND OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS]. [Pulaski, N.Y.; Hampton Roads, Va.; Fort
Jefferson, Fl.; Carrollton, La.; Baton Rouge, La.; and elsewhere, as mentioned

below]. 1855-1886. 263 manuscript letters, many with envelopes. Many of the
postal cancels and stamps have been cut from the envelopes. Occasional light
toning or staining, some fading, and some letters with dampstains or paperclip
rust stains. Overall in near fine condition.
A substantial archive of 263 letters from the extended family of Henry B. Whitney,
who served with the 110th New York Volunteers during the Civil War. Henry
Whitney’s letters detail his service over the period 1862 to 1865, and include
much on his experiences in Louisiana (including observations on slavery), and

during the siege of Port Hudson, a crucial battle in securing Union control of
the Mississippi River. Several of Whitney’s letters are also from Fort Jefferson,
Florida, and he describes the construction of the fort – using the labor of white
and black prisoners. The many letters to Henry Whitney from the home front
– including letters from his wife, one of which relates the death of their young
son – results in a balanced story of Civil War sacrifice in the field and at home.
The archive includes forty-seven letters dating from 1861 to early 1862, before
Whitney joined the war effort; fifty-eight war-dated letters written by Henry,
mostly to his wife, along with his August 6, 1862 enlistment certificate in the
110th New York Infantry; and eighty-two letters (including poems and meditations
clipped from newspapers and serials, and even fabric samples) from Henry’s wife,
Martha (“Mattie” / “Matt”), dating from January 1862 to August 1865. Most
have envelopes, and a few dates have been assumed from postmarks. Occasionally
letters were written over several days and have intermediate dates. There are
twenty-five war-dated letters written by Henry’s sisters, Julia and Emma, and his
mother and father, cousin, etc. These are addressed both to Henry and to others in the group. There are also thirteen pages which appear to be portions of
other letters. Finally, there are fifty-one post-war letters from siblings, cousins,
parents, etc., many dating from 1870-71.
Henry B. Whitney was a twenty-four-year-old carriage maker in Pulaski, New
York who enlisted in the infantry in August 1862 as a private. On August 13 he
mustered into Co. B, 110th New York Voluntary Infantry, recruited primarily in
Oswego County. Whitney was already married to Martha Smith Whitney, with
an infant son, Charley (b.1862), when he enlisted (Charley died April 30, 1863 at
the age of fifteen months, while Henry was serving in Louisiana). After the war
the couple had two more boys, Fred (b.1868) and Ernest (b.1873). The 110th was
sent to Baltimore on August 29, and then to New Orleans in November. Their
first experience under fire came at Fort Bisland and Franklin, where a dozen
were killed and wounded. They then took part in the siege of Port Hudson, losing another three dozen during the three-month engagement. This operation
was significant in that it helped secure control of the Mississippi River for the
Union. The unit saw action in several battles in the swamps around New Orleans
and Baton Rouge. In February 1864 the 110th was sent to Fort Jefferson, Dry
Tortugas (Florida) to manage the Confederate prisoners who were building and
improving the fort while they were captive there. Henry relates that one prisoner,
who openly applauded Lincoln’s assassination, was strung up by his thumbs for
so long that he died shortly after being taken down. Henry wrote, “I honestly
confess that I have very little sympathy for him or every man who is punished for
such expressions” (April 22, 1865, Henry B. Whitney Diary, at Duke University).
In his early letters (misspellings uncorrected in the excerpts below), Henry describes
becoming accustomed to army routines: up at dawn, breakfast, drill, guard duty,
etc. Some of the early letters have sections devoted to who does the cooking.
None of the soldiers had learned to cook at home, but were forced to figure it
out, and many found it quite challenging. Upon leaving New York they headed
south on the “Steamship Ericsson.”

November 30, 1862, Hampton Roads: “Last night in coming on board we ran
close to one of those new Monitors, a big one not more than 50 feet I had a good
sight of it. It was about 20 inches out of the watter. There was a good sea on
and the waves ran [?] on the deck. It was some larger than the other. It was a
harmless looking thing its bow was very sharp but to think that that was a big
boat running in the watter with every thing under plating of iron from 10 to 12
inches thick that no ball can penetrate with powerful [?] with nothing for the
enemy to fire at but that turret....I go in for putting down this rebellion in the
way they commenced it by the force of armes. It can be done. Will it be done
that is the question now. That is what I enlisted for is that your opinion still
Darling. I have no [?] desire to distinguish myself in a batel But I am willing to
take my chances with the rest be the consequences what they may but never for
a setelment.”
By December 15 they made it to Ship Island, and three days later they were at
Camp Mansfield, Carrollton, Louisiana. Henry writes that he thinks they will be
there for about two weeks. They need the time to get in good shape physically
and militarily. But on December 21 they proceed to Baton Rouge. Then there
is a gap of several months, with the next letters coming in mid-March.
March 17, 1863, Baton Rouge: “...keeping lookout awoke me to here the cannonading at P.V.C. I can’t describe so I will not try. We was orderd to camp
about 3 o.c. again there I had a pretty good nap. Then I got up to drink a cup of
coffee when suddenly there was a bright seen down the river then a broad sheet
of flames filled with bright lights then came the report louder than all the canons
I had heared put together it was the blowing up of the gunboat Mississippi so
reported it was aground right I tell you Mattie I wish you could have seen it.”
March 22, Baton Rouge: “I was startled some to read that Charley had had a fit.
Yes I asure you I was but you give so good and clear account of it I will try and
not be alarmed I was glade you did tell me all about it so fully than you darling.
Yes I know very well you will do the best you can I have no fears on that account
I would like to be there and help you take care of him. Yes oh! How much it
is hard to be so far away from those we love when they are sick and I know that
the young do die if it should be so But I cannot think of it no no I can not bare
the thought but I will not murmer against the will of god....”
April 18, 1863, in camp twenty miles from Newtown, Louisiana. Henry describes
a battle in which he was apparently in reserve, but still had cannon balls whizzing
by. He notes that a soldier in Co. H was scratched by a piece of a shell, but not
seriously hurt: “They have been marching us very fast for the last three days at
the rate of 20 miles a day But we have been treading on there [the rebels’] heels.
I tell you yesterday they took 100 baggage wagons from them our artillery pressed
them so closet? They left them and run. They burnt the bridge acrost the Bayou
and we are waiting to have it repaired now how ever we will be able I cant say
but I have given you a brief a count of our afares...”
April 28, 1863: “Yesterday Frank and I started out after diner to see if we could
find for super we went down stream about one mile then way back to some negro

huts and found about one doz. eggs but we wer not satisfied and they directed
us to another house back still farther there we found two doz. more we payed
for them in coffee. It is quite a treat to them it is worth from $4 to $5 per lb.
and hard to be had at that. It is funey to meet the darkeys they all take off there
hats when passing us the planters and all the inhabitents show the greatest possible respect for us taking special favor to acomadate us as give us any thing we
want. They are colectors [?] in cotton pretty fast now there is from 15-20 teams
at work the Q.Master takes the cotton and gives a receipt for it if they can show
they are good [?] all right they all take [?] as fast as they can at the chance now
$10000 worth of cotton aint to be laughed at and now after the cotton is gone if
the rebs get the day they are out so much out of pocket...the man that give me
his my dinner said that his slaves had all gone but one and if they did not come
back he should have to go out and hoe his own corn & he never did such a thing
in his life he was a gentleman you see. I am not exaggerating at all neither do I
tell extreme cases if I did it would astonish you to see the uter deference of the
master...our guide is [?] his master was going to shoot him if he did not go to
work. he left. he is worth every thing to the major.”
There is a gap in Martha Whitney’s letters to Henry between April 16 and June
5, 1863. This time frame is significant because of the loss of their son. In her
April 16 letter she notes that Charley had been “cross” for days and his gums are
swollen: “The Dr. has been here and left some pills to quiet him and allay the
fever he has a little and says it is his teeth and when they get through he will be
all right. He told me I had better wean him for he did not think my milk was
good for him and I shall next month. He also wanted to know if I had come
around yet and I have not and I presume that is as much what makes Charlie sick
as any thing.” Two weeks later Charley had died, but teething and her not yet
resuming menses were surely not the cause.
In a letter dated May 5-7, 1863, Henry Whitney writes his wife: “To day I am on
guarding cotton it is very easy work all there is is to stay here in a yard with some
fine shade trees & we are enjoying our selves. There is a little child here playing
around. He makes me think of Charley. I guess Charley cant get around as fast
as this one does light blue eyes light hair with a light fair skin as pure and white
as mine yet he is a slave. I could not believe it but they all say so not a person
in the world could tell this there was a particle of black blood in his veins. His
mother is a fine looking muletto almost white his father a prominent lawyer of
Opolousas now in the Rebel armey she was bought by her present master a few
weeks ago. I don’t think she is even 16 years old....” The rest of the letter explores
his thoughts on slavery. He had not yet received the news of his son’s death.
A letter of June 12-13, 1863, datelined “Just right of the defences of Port Hudson”
is the first letter from Henry addressed only to Martha, instead of to “Wife and
boy.” “...I think they are getting ready to do something in less than 48 hours. I
think they will storm these works. What part in this afare we will take god onley
knows. If I fall I pray god it may be at my post....Well the bombardment of Port
Hudson has at last commenced. It has been going about one hour and there is a
terible pounding, I tell you darling one continual boom boom boom mingled with

the sharp crack of the rifles ones once in a while. There will be three or four go
at a time it is almost deafening how long it will continue or its reparations I don’t
know neither do I know the number of canons or masters but here are not a few
I tell you. Frank came back last night after going and reporting there business is
to carry stretchers in the cumming conflict perhaps they will carry me off I hope
not there was a sad accident happened here this morning one of the boys shot
his thumb off accidently he was cleaning his gun the charge went very near his
head that makes two in Co. B that are missing fingers by there own carlessness....”
A gap in the correspondence of several months ensues; when the letters resume,
Henry is in Church Hospital. The first letter from this location is dated September
5. On September 6 he writes: “Perhaps you would like to know something about
the Hospital. There is 4 buildings occupied as H., large airy building with from
400 to 500 patients. The principle part are thare wounded at P.H. some with
armes off some with legs it looks tugh I tell you. There is all kinds of wounds
how thankfull I am I am safe & sound no cripple for life yet one young man
from near B[?] had his foot off above the ancle his father came here the other
day to take him home. There is a good many going on furloughs. There is but
few discharged even those with arms & legs off go home on furloughs till they
get well a good plan. They will never come back to this dept. but are drawing
there pay the same. You must not wory about my being sick I don’t think you
will more than you can help.”
By the end of the month Henry was moved to Arsenal Hospital in Baton Rouge.
October 13, 1863, New Orleans Convalescent Camp: “I got my discharge from
the Hosp. & was ordered to report to the Head Surgeon of B.R. at 2 o.c. AM &
in Co with 54 others of the 110 got our discharge from B.R.H. & about sundown
we left there on a steamboat expecting to go direct to the Regt we wer detained
by fog so that we did not arrive here till noon we wer marched up to Lieut Col.
Smiths office for orders. While waiting the Lieut in charge (Garett of Co. G.)
let us go to the market to get some dinner. We found every thing there hungry
men could ask for & we did justice to it....”
After another two-month gap, Whitney writes from New Iberia, Louisiana. In a
letter of December 13, 1863 he notes that a forage train came in, but their guide
missed a landmark: “...we go in the mire horses & riders mules & teamsters.
Capt. Brown & the adjt. wer wet to there skin & came very close to loosing one
of these horses....Then I went & helped them load & got aside back arrived in
camp about 5 o.c. It was a cold side I wore my overcoat & was so cold I had to
get out & walk to keep warm I enjoyed the ride finely for I did laugh to see our
officers go over the horses head into the mud & see them search for solid footing...it was cold. It froze ice nearly an inch thick.”
January 11, 1864, Franklin, Louisiana: “...it is a long time since I have written a
word to you since that time I have seen some hard service. We left new Iberia
the morning of the 7 and marched about 13 miles over as bad a road as I ever
saw mud ancle deep which to gether with jumping ditches with our big knapsacks
made it rather tegeous yes it did I asure you of that we camped in a good place

& passed the night very well we left that camp about sunrise & marched about
13 again it was a little better than the day before we came to a good camp about
3 o.c. There was nothing worth noticing that I saw. The country is desearted in
good earnest I tell you. We left camp in good season & marched to F. over the
worst road I ever see the mud was up to the hubs on the wheels & the watter was
deep in the ditches side the road some of the boys went in to there waist it was
froze or we could not have got through it would have been almost impossible....
Another way (most of them) we arrived at our present camp about noon. Moris
& I had just got our board & brick for our tent when I was called for picket so I
slung my knapsack & off for picket we had a good place & I was on the reserve.
I reckond on writing to you then but the next day was rainey & I could not. The
cow boys drove a big drove of cattle by our post & told us to take one if we liked
as they passed we put a bullet in a nice fat one but it did not stop her we followed her & got her from the drive when she turned for a fight then I gave her a
shot back of the shoulder, she turnd at me and almost fell. Well I was in a fix a
wounded cow as wild as a buffalo not a cattarage to load with for my straps wer
at the part just there another gave her a shot in the neck and we come & gave
me a cattarge at the same time & she turned at him in terrible rage. I droped on
one knee took a good aim & shot her through the heart....”
In a letter of January 12, 1864, Henry finally mentions Charley, as he writes to
his wife about how happy they will be when his service is finished: “...we can
enjoy them as of old but there will be a vacant seat there our little one will not
be there to liven the scene with his crowing happy smiles....”
In February 1864, Henry Whitney’s unit was ordered to Fort Jefferson, Tortugas
Islands, Florida. On March 6, 1864 he writes: “...they up anchor & went up
to the wharf to coal up. The Demolay was hauld up long side & we wer taken
aboard her all our things wer transferred about 5 o.c. she was a smaller craft than
the Merrimack & we wer some crowd. At 10 o.c. she cast loos & we wer off.
She was a clumsy thing & before she got out of the harbor she almost rolled us
out of bed by the way we lay on the second deck I expected to be sick but soon
was off in dreamland. When I awoke next morning we wer rounding to the
anchorage of the Tortugas....The fort in the casemates about 16 feet square....
The fort is for 2 tiers of casemate guns & on the parepet & when complete will
mount about 300 guns maybe more. It is built of brick with a wall out side &
ditch about 25 or 30 feet wide. I don’t think it would stand much of our modern
style of warfare....There is a good deal of building going on in & around the fort
principaly by convicts they are building nice barracks for the men. The building
for officers is finished now as a mater of course there is lots of lumber & brick.
There is several dwelling houses ocupyed by Engineers &c. There is about 1
dozen white women here. Every thing is like clock work & the convicts have to
come to time & work...There is no telling how long we will stay here but I shall
not be surprised to finish my enlistment on this lsland or K.W.[Key West] True
we may be relived in less than one week so uncertain is military afares if I stay
3 months I will be satisfied. We have had no mail since leaving Algiers. It is
about time it came around.”

March 12, 1864, Fort Jefferson: “I told you the fort was 8 square it is but 6
square & will mount 850 guns when complete. I have counted so I know there
is a marine on each side on top for the parepet guns. It is built with a roof like a
house & is about 20 feet above the post. It is some thick & solid I tell you there
is a coop hole for the guners one for every 2 guns & they are safe from shot or
shell. Out side there is angles running out so that they can rake the ditch & on
each one of these is a 11 inch pivot....Acrost the chanel is a shole surrounded by
a long low sand bar in the shape of a horse shoe called hog island on that they
are going to build a tamer with a powerful battery in it they get all there sand on
these sholes which is nothing more than sea shells ground up by the waves. It is
capitol stuff for cement being about ¾ lime. The priseners go with flat boats after
it the watter is about knee deep it looks funy to see them with there wheelbarrows
going around in the water. It is nothing but fun for them the watter is warm.”
July 27, 1864: “I hired a darky prisoner to wheel the barell of watter to night two
of us. We gave him 5 each cheep I thought 40 gal. of water through this sand. I
like you am not as strong as I was once. My hands are as tender & soft as yours.
No work for two years. I have not been weighed in a long time....I have weighed
over 145 since I have been a soldier...what a blessing health is exercise would soon
fix my mussels & sinews as well as ever I am thinking.”
By October 20, Henry Whitney writes to his wife about missing the snow in the
winter. He is also very concerned with the election. Before he is able to finish the
letter, they have the vote counts for the 110th: 297 for Lincoln and 54 for Gen.
George B. McClellan. In his October 30 letter he mentions prices in Key West
and at the Tortugas: apples – $10.00/lb.; onions – $9.00/lb.; potatoes – $8.00/lb.
There are a number of letters from Fort Jefferson, but most focus on how much
he wants to go home. By summer the troops are “chomping at the bit” to leave.
The volunteer soldiers did not understand that they could not just walk away
from an installation, even though all Confederate armies had surrendered. It
took some time and persuasion to reassign another unit to take over the fort and
its prisoner population.
July 20, 1865, Fort Jefferson: “...there is no prospects of our immediate release &
I am at a loss to account for it in any different than I did in my last [letter]...I am
surprised to see how quick after the sentence those conspiraters wer executed.”
[The four Lincoln conspirators were hanged July 7.] They finally left Florida
about a month later and mustered out August 28 in New York.
This archive of letters is engaging and informative – Henry Whitney has a sharp
eye and spares no detail in his letters to Martha, and Martha’s replies are equally
in-depth, both in her responses to his reports and in her updates on daily life back
home. A remarkable record of correspondence from and to a Civil War soldier
in Louisiana and Florida.
“Henry B. Whitney Diary, 1862-1865,” Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript
Library, Duke University.
$10,500.

Glamping in Peoria, 1913
32. [Women]: [Camping]: CAMP JOHN [cover title]. Peoria, Il. 1913. 148
photographs, 1½ x 2½ to 3 x 4 inches, mounted on [40]pp. Oblong folio. Mediumweight green card stock, cord tied. Light wear at edges. Thoroughly captioned.
Very good.
An attractive handmade photograph album documenting a camping trip made by
the Tjaden family in June and July 1913 to a place they call “Camp John” near
Peoria. The album features original and quoted verse, numerous manuscript illustrations, and other exceptional embellishments. Half of the group was made up
of young women, and the majority of the photos feature their exploits, including
water activities, life in camp, hiking, cooking and washing, and provisioning from
the local farm. In general, the action centers around their tent compound, with
several side trips to settings such as the Illinois Valley Yacht Club.
An extensively captioned and inventive memento of an early 20th-century camping vacation.
$950.

“In Idaho, where women vote,
prostitutes are disenfranchised entirely....”
33. [Women’s Suffrage]: [Taylor, Edward T.]: A WORD TO THE WISE.
EXCERPTS FROM SPEECH OF CONGRESSMAN EDWARD T. TAYLOR
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, APRIL 24, 1912. COLORADO
GRANTED FULL SUFFRAGE TO WOMEN IN 1893 [caption title]. New
York: Empire State Campaign Committee, [1912]. Broadside, 10 x 7 inches. A
few tiny chips, fairly even tanning. Very good.
A rare women’s suffrage broadside containing portions of a speech given by Colorado Congressman Edward T. Taylor in support of the suffrage movement. Taylor
provides answers to several issues raised by critics of women’s suffrage, informed
by his long experience with the issue in Colorado, where women won the right
to vote in 1893. Taylor provides statistics on the number of women voters, allays fears against criminals and “bad women” voting (“there is not more than one
immoral woman to every 200 good women...the bad women rarely vote and their
influence is negligible”), refutes the claims that women’s suffrage causes divorce
or corruption, and enumerates the positives that have resulted from women’s
suffrage – “One hundred and fifty laws have been enacted, primarily through the
influence of the women in Colorado from 1895 to 1912, chiefly concerning the
rights of women, and the welfare of children.” Taylor concludes by stating that
in his thirty-one years in Colorado that “I can honestly and conscientiously say
that I do not know of any bad effects whatever that woman suffrage has had in
the state of Colorado, and I do know of enough good that they have accomplished
to fill volumes.”
The Empire State Campaign Committee was a coalition of suffragist organizations brought together by Carrie Chapman Catt. The participating organizations
included the Women’s Suffrage Party, the Women’s Suffrage Association, the
Women’s Political Union and other allied groups. The campaign committee was
formed in order to lobby the citizens of New York for support of a women’s suffrage amendment to the state constitution. The New York referendum failed to
pass in 1915 but the ESCC found success two years later when the state suffrage
amendment passed in November, 1917. At the time, Catt referred to passage of
the New York amendment as “the very greatest victory this movement has ever had
in any country,” but she was not finished. Catt would go on to serve as president
of the National American Woman Suffrage Association and play a critical role in
the passage and ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1919-20.
OCLC reports just one copy of the present broadside, in the Jon A. Lindseth
Suffrage Collection at Cornell. Two additional copies reside at the University
of Rochester and in the notable private women’s suffrage collection of former
White House Communications Director Ann Lewis.
OCLC 51596667.
$950.

The Third Book Printed in Wyoming,
with Laws Ensuring Some Measure of Equality on the Basis of Sex,
But Not of Race
34. [Wyoming]: GENERAL LAWS, MEMORIALS AND RESOLUTIONS
OF THE TERRITORY OF WYOMING, PASSED AT THE FIRST SESSION OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY, CONVENED AT CHEYENNE,
OCTOBER 12th, 1869.... Cheyenne, W.T.: S. Allan Bristol, Public Printer,
Tribune Office, 1870. xvi,784pp. Original sheep, black and burgundy morocco
gilt labels. Wear to extremities, joints starting to crack (but still strong), head of
spine chipped, one label chipped. Bookplate (see below) and pencil inscription to
front pastedown, occasional pencil annotations throughout. Light wear to text,
but overall very clean internally. Very good. In a tan cloth clamshell box, black
morocco gilt labels.
A well-preserved copy of the third printed work of over thirty-five pages originating from a Wyoming press, preceded only by four pamphlets, as well as Saltiel
and Barnett’s Cheyenne directory and Silversmith’s New Northwest, all of which
are extremely uncommon. For a number of years this was presumed to be the
first book printed in Wyoming, but it remains the first official book printing.
It is also a landmark Wyoming work for printing the laws and resolutions of
the first session of the Wyoming Assembly, which had convened only the year
before. Among the laws included is the December 10, 1869 statute grating the
suffrage to women, as well as a provision for equal pay for female teachers. One
law prohibits interracial marriage, and stipulates punishment of up to a year in
prison for any ministers conducting such ceremonies.
This copy bears the bookplate of Seymour S. Bernfeld (1909-75), who served as a
special agent for the Department of the Interior in Casper, Wyoming from 193742, and then worked for the U.S. Office of Price Administration in Cheyenne
from 1946-47. He was an avid collector of Western Americana and Wyoming
materials in particular. His papers are now at the American Heritage Center at
the University of Wyoming.
AII (WYOMING) 6. STOPKA 1870.2. STREETER SALE 2235.
$1500.

